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Presidential candidates to visit campus. As
rumors fly, student representatives set the
record straight, and offer revelations of
their own
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Dialogue on race relations: Hillel
president Brian Friedman offers
a student perspective
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The environment: college students
JourneyUoXoluThbus
hazardous waste incinerator r
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A scene of fun, frolic, humor, and murder
plays itself out at the Wooster Inn
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Scots basketball reign supreme; both
men's and women's teams prevail, and
look forward to tougher times
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EXCELLENT EFFORTS OF
TRACK TEAM MARRED
BY ALCOHOL INCIDENT;
RUNNER AXED
see page 16
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THE HEINOUS AGE OF IVERS-WIUJAM- S SPEAKS
NORMALCY AND AT MLK DAY EVENT;
VARIOUS THEMES OF CALLS TO IMPRQVE RACE
FOODINVIESVPOINTS RELATIONS
see page 8 see page 3
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News Briefs
INTERNATIONAL
IRAQ: Iraq is holding talks with the United Nations about selling ofl in
exchange Car food. This worries ofl executives sod analysts. The increase
in the supply oferode oil would upset the world market, according to some.
"We are tariring about a big drop of $1 (US.) to $2 per barrel, and maybe
more if OPEC does not do something quickly to reduce its volume of oil
exports. said Mehdi Verzi, director of energy research at Klein wort
Benson Securities in London.
SWITZERLAND: The World Health OrganiTation on Wednesday recom-men- d
that the last remaining slocks of the smallpox virus, located in the
United States and Russia, be destroyed. The victory against smallpox was
accomplished when in 1978. No new cases have been reported since then
became of a world wide vaccination piogiani that ended the hnman-to-hum- an
chain of transmission. If the vote does pass, which is expected, this
would be the first deliberate extinction of a species.
POLAND: On January 24 Polish Premier Jozef Oleksy announced his
resignation in a televised speech, declaring his mnocence ofallegation that
he had spied for Moscow. This represents one of Poland most significant
poJifkil trummrt yiw rtw. fH atcnramnnini, d thia event itrenei that
politically. Poland is the most volatile of the formed Warsaw act coun-
tries. Much debate started over which political party win be abfe to appoint
Oleksy replacement. This latest scandal has also worries NATO leaders as
to the standings of Poland as a foams NATO member.
NATIONAL
FLORID A: Bomb explodes in Miami: killing one arid raisingconcerns overjnrrf in bombings nationwide. The ATP is namming the bomb
remains to determine the device used. Investigators feel the use of a trip
wire indicates a high degree ofsophistication, therefore not the work of an
amateur. Officials at the ATF said bombings nationwide are on the rise,
however the majority have no particular target and were just acts of
vandalism. Jeff Roefam. chief agent of the arson and explosions division of
the ATF stated,"more information is readily available topeople and they're
able to use that to manufacture explosive devices."
complied by MATT "ZAMBONI" NEELY, with the help of the
New Tort Tunes
THE SHACK
Best bagels &
cappudno in
town!
Ask about
The Shack Coffee Club &
The Shack Mug Club
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Wooster Tradition Once More Beckons
Soup and Bread benefits hunger organizations
KATY GELD RICH
It's the beginning of the new se-
mester time, once more, to buy
books, add and drop classes, and
sign up for Soup and Bread. Soup
and Bread is a volunteer program
run in conjunction with Westn 1 iitMrr
Church that provides money for
hunger organizations such as People
toPeople and Miss Mackey's House.
Soup and Bread was started 25
years ago at the College ofWooster
by students connected with
Westminster Church. Every year,
an intern with the church chairs the
Soup and Bread committee. This
year it is Mieke Vandersall 98.
' According to Vandersall. Soup'
Mark Albeit Hall, an associate
professor of art and art history at
Marian College in Indiana, win be
the theologian in residence at the
College of Wooster from Jan. 28
through Feb. 4.
Aa artist, theologian and educa-
tor. Hall will be mtrodocing a series
of films that will be shown during
his week atWooster. His brief com--
will focus on the presen-
tationImentariesof the Spirit of God in the
most unusual and sometimes disor-Ai-v
maimer aa denieted thrown
the medium of the cinema. On Sun-
day. Jan. 28, his introduction to the
movit Field ofDreams will begin at
7:30 pjn. with the free, public
screening of the film directly fol-
lowing his remarks. Each ofhis suc-
ceeding commentaries will begin at
8 pjn.The movies and their presen- -
schednle are: Monday, Jan.
Buy one j
original Sundae, .
get one
original Sundae
FREE! ii
and Bread raised $4000 last i
ter.but this semester they are having
trouble getting people to volunteer..
They need 350 people to sign up in
order to run the program. At last
count they had just over 200 people
signed up, and if they do not get 350
people to participate in the program
by Friday, they will continue to try
to get people to sign up next week.
If. after next week, they still don't
have enough participants, they will
have to abandon the program.
ReneeGrogg 97, who served asa
volunteer to get people to sign up for
the program, is clearly disillusioned
with the current sanation T am
filled with a lot of frustration with
"the apathy of the student body. I
29 A River Runs Through It.
Tuesday. Jan. 30 The Company
ofWohes, Wednesday. Jan. 31
Stand By Me. Thursday, Feb. 1
Runaway Train. Friday, Feb. 2
Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome.
Saturday. Feb. 3 The Year of
living Dangerously.
AH the films, with the exception
of Saturday's, will be shown in
Mateer Hall Auditorium. Mateer is
located on the northeast corner of
College Ave. and Pine SlThe loca-
tion of Saturday's screening will be
announced during the week's film
presentations.
Afire,publk reception will be held
for Hall in the Lowry Student Center
on Sunday, Jan. 28, beginning at 4
pjn. In addition. HaH's art works win
be displayed in Lowry Center, which
is located on the east side of Beall
Ave. north of University St
During his residency. HaU win be
leading the adult study group of the
Westminster Presbyterian Church
beginning at 930 am. on Sunday,
Jan. 28. He also win be the preacher
of the day for worship services m
McGaw Chapel at 10:45 ajn. that
day. McGaw is located oa the north
saleof University Sl near the inter-
section with College Ave. - " .
On Sunday. Feb. 3. HaU win be
the preacher of the day at the First
Presbyterian Church ofWooster and
win be leading the 830 and 10:45
sun. services. The church is located
: .v
! r rsv.
lived in a refugee camp for a week
over winter break. When I contrast
what we have with what they have,
it disgusts me that we won't walk a
little further and eat a little less to
help people who have so much less
than we do."
For those not familiar with the
way Soup and Bread operates, stu-
dents sign up for the program, and
every Tuesday night, they eat at
Kisredge dining halL lUttredge only
serves soup arid bread on Soup and
Bread nights, yet it is quite possible
to get a satisfying meal on Soup and
Bread night. They usually serve
three different kinds of soup in ad-
dition to a variety of breads and
spreads.
Theologian in Residence's Film Series
to Depict the Spirit ofGod
NEWSSERVICES on the northeast corner of College
Ave. and Bowman Sl
A specialist in art and art history
who has published several scholarly
articles in the field, HaU also is a
taJented artist who has exhibited his
works throughout the Midwest and
in cities on both of the nation's
coasts. His creations have been
shown at the Speed Museum of Art
in Louisville, the Evansville (Ind.)
Museum of Arts and Sciences, the
16 Hands Gallery in Ann Arbor.
MklL, and in galleries, exhibitions
and art shows in North Dakota, Illi-
nois, Indiana. Califbrnia and Wash-
ington, D.C
A 1970 graduate ofHanover Col-
lege, Hall earned his Master of Di-
vinity degree from the Christian
in 1974 and his Master of Arts
degree in printmaking from the Uni-versi- ty
of Louisville in 1979. He
received his Master of Fine Arts
degree in studio art and print mak-
ing from Indiana Stale University in
1983. He currently is completing a
doctorate in art history at the Uni-
versity of Chicago.
During his campus vish, HaU win
also lecture in several classes at
Wooster and meet informally with
mHHut and faculty. The Theoto-gia- a
in Residence Program is spon--'
sored by the College and the First
Presbyterian and Westnunster Pres-
byterian churches."
1473 Beall Avenue, Wooster, OH 44691.
216-263-63- 00 or 1800-992-06- 43
Located! blocks monk ofLowry
V" . JO eftpriMroUtto. through Anril
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aii ativUnM interested in meet
ing and asking questions ofthe three
Presidential candidates on the short
list will soon have the opportunity to
do so, said student representatives
Jamie Christensen 96 and Andi
Reinhart 96. This announcement
came at this week's SGA meeting,
during which Christensen and
Reinhart outlined some, out not
all, of the logistics for the meet- -
u-
-
There will noperuiiy oe on-cam--pus
interviews with candidates next
wMk."mMnced Christensen and
Reinhart at the meeting. White rep
resentatives are damite on me no.
that there will be meetings, times
and dates are still unconfirmed.
--We're soil waiting for the one can-AiAa- tm
tn Mmfiiin or not confirm.
racial relations
GREGORY BOETTNER
Cm rhe morningofJanuary 23,the
College was honored by the pres-
ence ofMs. Myrlie Evers-William-s,
Chairwoman of the Board of Direc-to- rs
of the National Association for
the AdvancementofColoredPeople.
Ms.Evers-wuiiamswai- in tuwb
to speak on the topic of"The Legacy
of Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr." in
McGawchapeL
Despite her grueling scheduleand
her admitted lack of sleep. Evers-Willia- ms
had an inspiring message.
Evers-Willia- ms began by remind-
ing the crowd mat they were gath-
ered together to honor Dr. King's
memory and achievements and by
denouncing those states and cities
who have failed to honor Dr. King
with a holiday.
Evers-Willia- ms described Dr.
vh tnwH the end of his life. as
tired but detenriined.Dr.Kihg faced
criticism from many who disagreed
with bis practice of non-viole- nt op-
position or felt that be overstepped
his position by taking stances on
international policies. Dr. King was
an outspoken opponent of the Viet-
nam War. Despite these obstacles.
Dr. King remained determined and
held his ground. Evers-Willia- ms
fears that African-America- ns might
face an even larger problem today
because many have lost that deter-
mination. She also fears that African-A-
rnerkans do not studyenough
of their own history- - particularly
those who were born long after the
struggles of the 1950's and 1960's.
Evers-Willia- ms remarked that
race relations have deteriorated in
this country to the point that, "we
L W v v. x ...... V V
:
stated Christensen after the meet
ing, "we can't give definite dates
until that happens.
Reinhartadded.Togisticany-j- ai
of the cand are in very stable
jobs, so itcan be hard to get away on
such short notice."
The time frame ofthe three candi-
dates visits is still also undefined,
according to Christensen and
Reinhart. "Our hope is for a two
week span." said Christensen,
.we hope to put them all in one
will be a sheetat the Lowry
front desk where students may sign
up for the meeting sessions which
will be held with each candidate.
These sessions will be open to all
interested students. Sign-u- ps sheets
will be used by Christensen and
Reinhart to ascertain and reserve the
necessary location on campus.
Evaluations sheets will be distrib- -
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Down to the Last Three
Presidentialfinalists to meet with interested students
KRISTEN DEMALINE
AARON RUPERT
. muVt rrvnHnff tn foe com
pleted by all attendees. "Every com-
ment on every sheet" will be read by
the selection committee, according
to Christensen.
Candidates will meet a variety of
groups while on campus, including
--faculty, staff aB the constituen-
ciesofcampus, preluding the trust--,
ees" according to Reinhart.
Tentatively, biographical infor-
mation abouteach candidate will be
released (at the earliest) twenty-fo-ur
hours prior to each candidates visit.
--What Andi and I can promise-sa-
id
Christensen, "is a movement
toward more accuracy in informa-
tion for me campus as a whole. That
includes faculty, that includes staff,
that includes students, mat includes
everyone." Christensen elaborated
at the SGA meeting that, "it's im-
portant to have a clean slate," re---
garding the decision to keep names
--Williams Speaks
.
.:JSfcv: :.:
and other personal data confidential
--i j:.mIu tn th TTt- -
ino with the candidates.
SGA reaction to the announce-
ment wasmsitive. As SenatorTerry
Heubert '98 stated, "I'm happy that
the committee has chosen to open
the meetings to any student. The
nwi invitatinn to students is a POSl- -
tiv WAV of allowing the student
body to make our own inquiries and
our mints of view and I
would hope that the invitation is
taken seriously by students so as to
irioVr mir nninkms beard."
Emily Durham '96, president of
SGA concurred. 1 am ecstatic...
who wants to eet involved
r,n i enconra?e as many students
nn nnitio even if vou're a
senior, because this president will
' iw km fnr Mt ten vears. We
want to find the best president pos
sible.
Dr. King's legacy; addresses currentNAACP chairwoman reflects upon
are almost back to where we were."
She illustrated this point by refer-
ring to a rash of recent arsons tar-
geted at churches with black con-
gregations. Shealso made reference
to the media's image of the black
welfare mother. Evers-Willia- ms
pointed out for the record that the
largest population ofwelfare recipi-
ents are notblack females,but larger
companies who receive government
subsidies.
Evers-Willia- ms partlyblames this
dilapidation of race relations on the
black community's failure to vote in
force. Evers-Willia- ms feels, in fail-
ing to vote, that the black commu-lutyhaselectedrxitKianswho- wilL
"in the name of politics and power,
do anything to turnback thectocks."
In particular, Evers-Willia- ms criti-
cized CaliforniaGovernor PeteWil-
son for his aborted presidential cam-pai- gn
based on die issue of ending
affirmative action. Evers-Willia- ms
refuted Governor Wilson's claim
that there exists today a"level play-
ing field- .- White Evers-Willia- ms
would not object to. and in fact,
would support a retooling of the
currentaffirmative action programs,
she feels that it would be neither
prudent nor fair to end those pro-
grams today. And to those who feel
that their one vote will not make a
difference, Evers-Willia- ms points
out that she became the new Chair-wom-an
of the national Board of Di-
rectors of the NAACP by one vote.
Evers-Willia- ms ended her lecture
on the subject perseverance. She
,
.(.: fmm meat nersonalSpCaKS u' o
experience. Myrlie Evers-Willia- ms
helped her husband Medgar Evers
open and manage the i first office of
.
ay- -
.
- hMn b ERIC BAKKEN
the Mcoaw crowaNAACP chairwoman Evers-Willia-ms addresses
of the civil rights move--
menL June 12, 103. ner nusoanu, a r-- ---
New Mass
Mailing
Guidelines
Page 3
and
Restrictions
Established
AARON VEITH
Tn order to reduce the amount of
paper used on campus, starting this
semester the College has estaonsnea
new guidelines for mass mailings.
These euidelines will restrict many.
but not all mass mailings.
.11
On-camp- us mass mailings ww
now be limited to important infor--
mation sucn as securuy duiku,
registration schedules, and compre
hensive calendars, aiso, in i
save paper, mass mailings will now
be sent to departments instead of
individuals, in oraer 10 pmu
send mass mailings, prior approval
must be obtained from the campus
post office through Bob Rodda, di
rector of Lowry iznter ana siuuou
activities. Groups and individuals
interested in mass mailings snoiuu
contact Bob Rodda, who will dis
cuss and try to meet mar neeas.
Routine mailings that announce fu-
ture events can now be seen in other
communication vehicles such as the
Voice, the Pot, or woointo on inc
World Wide web tnup:
www.wooster.edu). Mass mailing
guidelines were distributed earlier
this week to academic and adminis-
trative department chairs, campus
organizations, and other mass mail
ers, students interesica in wuu'5
about the mass mailing guidelines
should check unaer tne insiuc
Wooster button on Woolnfo for a .
complete list of guidelines.
Th administration hoDes that the
new mass mailing guidelines will
ferreatf narjerwork paper and in
crease communication within the
campus community. Tne couege
will also encourage alternative meth
ods ot communKauun
mass mailings. Instead of sending
mass mailings, students may use inc
bulletin boards setup in Lowry Cen
ter with the consent ot tne iwry
Center Information Desk. Also, an-
nouncements may be put up in dorms
and academic winnings wiui
consent The administration also
announced that a new publication.
This Week at Wooster, will debut
sometime this semester, mis ween
at Wooster will be a poster sized
calendar that will include upcoming
events and should further reduce
wasteful mass mailings.
Not everyone feels that the new
policy on campus mailings is com-
plete. Members of ECOS believe
that the new policy is weak; it re-
stricts on campus mass mailing but
please see MAILING, page 3
:,.'
i
I:
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Executive Sessions Held by Council
Claims ofhazing dismissed; Greek issues discussed
AARON RUPERT
"A harmless prank," were the
words IGC representative to CM1
pus Council Jim Morse used to de-
scribe possible claims of hazing that
were discussed last week in execu-
tive sessions of Campus Council
and Greek Life Committee. These
accusations were thrown outof GLC
after the disputing parties came to
an understanding.
"Itwas an unsubstantiated charge,
and no violation had taken place,
continued Morse. "It basically dealt
with hosing, where the new mem--
bers were doing something to the
old membersbut because it fell the
week or so before new member edu-
cation, we were concerned.'
This episode, which turned out to
be harmless, hits the campus as
pledging, or new member educa-
tion, is occurring for its two week
span. Throughout the two weeks,
Greek organizations may have
twelve boon foreducation and bond-
ing, four hours forarequired service
project, three hours for in opening
ceremony.and three hours foraclos-in-g
ceremony.
Soviet Scholar Speaks
HILARY TEYN OR
"We lend to forget how fast his-
torymoves," said Susan Eisenhower
of The Center for Post Soviet stud-
ies, in her lecture , "Russia mTrana
anion", held in Gault Auditorrom in1
Scheide at 7:30 Wednesday night.
.
This, the second in the series of
vtreatDecisicos"lectures, explored
Russia's situarion since the break-
up of the Soviet Union in 1991.
Eisenhower stated that, "What
used to be called the 'Evil Empire
went out not with a bang, but a
whimper." Ia 1991. Mikhail
abandoned his reforms
f 'tirtfTwVTr& -
siaa people plummet. Eisenhower j
outlined three mistakes "6?'
Gorbachev's: be cut loose the struc-
tures and mechanisms for keeping
control over the money supply,
which lead to ridiculously long lines
for goods; he knew nothing about
ethnic relations since he never lived
oatside ofRussia proper; and he had
a personality flaw-h- e was always
Ikhind events.
Boris Yeluia. according to
Eisenhower, has also abandoned
reform. "He makes Gorbachev look
like a success story." said
Eisenhower. She also said how his
aides and high ranking governmen-
tal officials are called "collective
Rasputin;" with the crackdown in
Chechnya, she remarked, "The ad
ministration is nonplused. It doesn't
kn5whow to react."
She then described three major
It is also during mis time were
Campus Council legislation dealing
f with Greek academic standards takes
1
effect. According to Council, noone
on academic probation my pledge to
be a part of a Greek organization.
The administration feels, said
Morse, "that during mis time, early
in the semester when the workload
is light, that students are suddenly
going to fail out of school if they
become members of clubs and sec-
tions. I think this notion is ridicu-
lous, and I think it is blatant dis--.
crimination from Galpm.
Last semester, SGA representa-
tive to Council attempted to rescind
the requirement. The motion failed
by one vote. It is believed that SGA
will resurrect the resolution in the
coming weeks.
Morse also stated that there were
- other ways that Greeks were dis--.
criminated git on campus andhe brought up the example of hous-
ing. We get the worse housing on
campus,' stated Morse,i"with the.
j smallest individual ooVmVboms?
) Pledging also brings up many con-
cerns for Greek inembers. Morse
illustrated this by saying, where do
myths perjicimitfd in the west about
the farmer Soviet Union. The first
.. myth is flat Russia is moving from
a command economy to a market
.
economy. "Russia, probably never
i tyas a command economy, accord?
! gig to Eisenhower. It never moved
out of a feudal economy. The sec-
ond myth is thatRussiais something
like the "old west" in the United
States. Ia fact, many high-ranki- ng
governmental officials have their
own private militias and armies, in-
cluding Boris Yeltsin.
Other various forms of govern
mental corruption abound mRus--
sia. The aaujory bloated" Russian v
xascn 2Ljnesi th- e- Jcry-Tr-- cr Ja i
the Soviet government. The reason
far that is patronage,' which entails
"buying ofT people forpolmcal rea-
sons. Signature status from a high-tanki- ng
official can be exchanged
for bribes. She also noted that aJ-mo- st
no internal Russian investment
wealth is spent off shore, and moat
money is made from "extortionpro-
tection racists." Another major way
that Russia accumulates revenue is
in the selling of natural resources
abroad.
"The ordinary people have been
left behind," she said, and noted that
the federal government has failed to
pay government workers for quite
some time. "This makes the Great
America Depression look like a
walk in the parkJ do not under
stand how people economically and
physically survivebut they do." ""ET
The third myth that Eisenhower
photo by LUC7JEN HOLMES
So what's a""harmless prank?" Greek issues addressed by Greek
Life and Campos' Cwmcfl in executive session last week
you draw the line from official ac-- 00ns, "ofGreeks being a bunch of
tiviticaand hist hanging ouL I think beerswiQingbarbariansthatdonotn-O- ti
a real concern." ; ' . , ing positive for the college. Morse
"We've tried to get rid of a lot of then went on to cite me many ser-t-he
bad ttereotypes."said Morse - vice projectsGnek members do for
when talking about Oreek organka' vthe conananity at large. ' ' :
destroyed was that the war in
Chechnya Is necessary because it is
supposedly similar to the U. Civil
War.The war in Chechnya is, ia fact
nothing like--1 the Civil Wan The
Chcchan people haveWen fighting
for --their independence aince the
1830s,' and Boris Yeltsin has used
every opportunity to be "confronta-
tional and not conciliatory .Yettsia
was essentially pommeling
Chechnya" for not complying with
the laws that were imposed upon
them without their consent
-"- The-coat of thenar haalieea
buttneaboejipiessedhertyrimism.
BrLff&uM&
fancy in Russia, it is developing i
growing. Russians have expressed
widespread civil disobedience in the
Chechen war and are struggling to --
come to terms with their govern-
ment The Imited States wis pby a :
key role m determining Russia's sta--.
--tus in the world. V
- "We are in danger in this country
ofcreating another 'Red Scare,' said;
Eisenhower, and has seen "the U.S.
fritter away every oppori unity poa--.
sible to bring Russia into the world
community." The UJ5. has applied
trade restrictions to Russia, and it
has also started the expansion of
NATO, which makes Russia feel
like the enemy. According to
Eisenhower, Russia has gone from
"one of the world's greatest super
powers to the world's greatest beg--
Sbe urged the United States to
and GLC
Transition
the value of silence," stay
out of the mner -- workings of the
upcbmmgRussiaaelectionsmJune,
and to start 'monitoring vents a
little nu)teand drop the rhetoric."
She ended by asserting that the aim-an- on
in Russia iafluid and dy-
namic" i ;.:
- Expansion of NATO b not nec-
essary," affirmed Eisenhower, "be-
cause Russia is not lost." ' ' - .
- The next "Great Decisions" lec-
ture, which is Tuesday, January 30
at 730 PM in McGaw Chapel, win
feature Judy Woodruff from The
Cable' NevnrNeiwodc This lecture
is supported by a gift front the
SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and staff who are
survivors of, or those who know
assistance contact:
'Nancy Aadersoa
Susan Clayton
-- MariaaCropp
Richard Figge
Heather Fitz-Gibb- oa
Pant Frese
MaryYonag -
Sudent may also contact the College
of the clergy To report an assault,
911 (emerjendes) or 264-733- 3, or
SPRINT
AFFAIR
CONTINUES
AARON RUPERT
- Another deadline in the Sprint
SSN affair has been narrowly
avoided by the College. Benjamin
Wachs and his lawyers had threat-
ened to file suit ifCollege represen-tative- s
had not set up a meeting with
them before Thursday the 25th.
Wachs lawyers were informed of
the appointment on Wednesday. -
"I think indicators are the best
we've bad in the entire process,"
said Wachs, "that a settlement will
be reached. I am verypleased by this
concrete example of the college's
willingness to settle out of court."
While Wachs was optimistic about
negotiations, he also had problems
with some of the administrations
current solutions. "I'm a little dia
tressed said Wachs. "that,from all
indications so far, that the comm-
ute PresidentHales has set up todeal
with these, issues ia disorganized
and has not issued any real concrete
statement of purpose." , . .
Wachs also stated that he has twa
goais.TfJxstofwnjchisaVgaIly
bindmgstatemett that thecollege kt
dealing with these issues, and will
deal with them mrhe future." Wachs
wants fhjfrjstarcment to be. !jnore
thaftavague statement .of ragpoaaT
The second goal Wachs states is the
payment tfhisagorney fees, which
Wachs believes to be . non-negotiab- le.
Wachs would not diacloa
any estimates of this fee,or the rata
at which he and others involved p
the suit are paying the lawyer. iJ
hope,! aaid Wachs, "that the
lesson Ac administration will take
from this whole situation is that the
best way jo deal with concerns ise
do so (immediately and openly
when Iixtwght a (securityprobleur)
to the administration, had they afr
imtied tote problem, or acted on it
rmicUyaavone would have ever
threateaatawauk." .. v oJ
avaflabS to confidentially assisa
survWorrpf sexual assauh. For
t
Hygeia t x-23- 19Kaake; x-25- 6S
GanttAlotni x-21- 64
Kaake3S x-23- 07
Kaakc7 x-23- 71
KaakeS) - 'a-22- 56
Kaakel32 x-23- 47
counselbm at x-23- 19 or membersj
contact the WorjstoGty Police at 9-- 1
Security a-25- 90
1;
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Man of La
Mancha is
Best Selling
Show Since f76
NEWS SERVICES
The College ofWoosters fall se-
mester production of the musical
Mm ofLa Mancha sold 95 percent
of available tickets to make it
Frecdlaoders Theatre's best-selli- ng
show since the College's 1976 pro-
duction of West Side Story; which
sold 99 percent of available tickets
and ranks as the all-ti-me best seller.
According to Dak Seeds, chair of
Woosters Department of Theatre,
La Mancha ranks fifth overall in
ticket sales. Seeds credits La
Mancha" t box office success to the
many people in the greater Wayne
County community who strongly
nrpport the finesnd performing arts.Tle in thearea are excitedabout
what we're doing and continue to
encourage us to present first-cla- ss
productions such as La Mancha,'
said Seeds.
1 also think unpeople from all
across the campus really came to-
gether to make this very complex
play happen." said Daks Ricardo
Shields, the production's director
and a' new member of Woosters
theatre faculty.Tn additiou, I think
yowfcawtt present plays thataadt
ences recognize and Eke. Everyone
who produces and directs must re-
member that people come to the
theatre to be eutaiained."With vo-
cal direction by . TheodortDuda,
musical direction by Jeffrey
!JiK!bergandtluieosraphybyKim
TtituMa cfLaManchavttmjOiaL
production ofWoosser's theatre and
music departments. Set design was
by Seeci Kim Vaughn was the cos-
tume designer. AH are members of
Woostersfaculty.toaddition, guest
fighting designer Jeff Wdst and
guest sound designer Greg Vind
.contributed, their professional
louche to m$ productions
WoosterjisiaxJustinFitxPatrick
VatmfajmBkxJottburg, Pa, played
1he.leadJokofMkiueldeCervan5s
Don QuixoteAlonso Qaijane.
Sophomore Oregory Barreu Licht
from Most Vernon, N.Y., played
nifer McEwea, a first-ye- ar student
from- - Dalath, Minn., played
AldonzaDulcinea.
Com-Pat-ibl- es
lowers & Gifts'
149 N. Grant St.
Wooster
Cl6264-65- 4
(800V726-865-4
Your all-occasi- on florist
10 student discount on regulai
triced items picked up or delivered
In Wooster. I
Wewire flowers allovertheworld
All major credH cards accepted.
AIDS Quilt Gomes to Wooster in April
Project committee welcomes volunteers
NICOLE COWARD
The AIDS Memorial Quilt will be
coming to Wooster April 19-2- 1.
Thanks to the auction held last se-ine-ster
sod theeffortsoftheNAMES
Project: AIDS Memorial QuOtlsost
Committer, the quOt will be dis-
played in the Timken Gymnasium,
located in the Armington Physical
Education Center. ; --- ' ". v
"Viewing the quSt is a i powerful
and moving experience.'! said Bob
Rodda, one of the co-chai- rs of the
Host Committee, Tor those who
already have been affected person-
ally by AIDS, it is a chance to ex-
press grief and losvFor others, it is
an opportunity tounderstand the tre-mend-ous
toll AIDS is taking on our
society and to learn more about the
epidemic fiom a new and personal
perspective.
Rckla said u thepanels of indi-
vidual samves would be displayed
"in every conceivable way: from the
PrqfessimcHpfam
EaststCummcmExchange
COLLEEN DUNN. V r.
On January 24 m front ofan audi-en- ce
at students and faculty David
Cedaledaof the history department
presented a lecture entitled "China
and theWest: Along the Highwayof
Cultural Interchange" Using humor
and metapricr.Gedalecia discussed
almost two thousand years-o- f
China's history whfi frpK4Tiwj
relations between the East and the- -
--
vt-.---ve-- Wot-v-
-
It-wou- ld seem virtaaDy impos-
sible to cover1 the important events
of any nation's history in one lec-
ture,especially coe whosetnriitions
are as ancient! as --ibose of China;
OfriaVriaaccoiTirdtthMthUbyus- -
The --Wooster. Voice News
rafters, in thebleachers,on the floor,
and so on." He added that the new-
est panels of the quilt would be
displayed in the hallway of the
P.E.C.
Getting the quilt to Wooster in-
volved an application process to the
original NAMES Project founda-
tion in San Francisco. Four and a
halfyean ago, according to Rodda,
Woosterites interest in display-
ing the quilt was assessed. When
enough people expressed interest,
they went through the application
process.
- Various Wayne County residents
along with the College's groups,
clubs, volunteer bouses, faculty, and
staff make upme volunteers consid-
ered the "life Uaxi of thb project"
from - Nancy ? Anderson, ; the
: committee's other co-cha- ir. Volun-
teers are still needed in many as-
pects of the quilt's display, includ-
ing assisting with the opening and
closing ceremonies, in which new
mgahighwaymetaphor.ThU1iigh-wa- y
ofcultural exchange"conisted
of five exits and an interstate On
eachoftheexasoneencounteredan
event or figure of importance to
fhttm'f tiirtnry. V-- . f1- - r
Xb firstsight visited on the high-
way was the silk iput& During the
turn ofthe Christian Era thiacara
van linked China to Rome, trans-
porting silk rorRoman use until the
middle of the sixth century when
monks from Constantinople discov-ere- d
die secret ofsilk prc4uctioav
Gedalecm then demonstrated the
impact foreign ideas have had on
- Oima thrmo--h tte smrr ofDharma.
Whfletraveling from IndiatoChina,
Dnarma tannt cnanty.
photo by ERIC BAKKEN
"
w""" ' ' . IfcJO. V -
- ZMM$mmmmmmm
Professor of History David Gedalecia at the lecture
, ,
panels will be introduced, quiltpanel
making, AIDSHIV education, and
promotion. "We need about 200 to
300 people altogether to pull this
off," said Anderson. Tor those who
cannot help on a weekly basis, we
could use volunteers for set-u-p the
night before.'
Those who want specific squares
to display should contact Rodda or
Anderson within the next week.
Rodda has a book containing the
various squares in the quilt for those
who are interested. Signature
squares, in which individuals may
write their responses and reactions
to the quilt, are possible to design.
The display will include some-
wherebetween 90-10- 0 panels," said
Anderson, "each of which has sev-
eral squares on it." The panels will
mostly include squares from the
Ohio area, along with any specifi-
cally requested squares.
The committee meets Wednes-
day afternoons at 4: 15 pan.
generosity, and spirituality.
- Six hundred years later, a west-
ern traveler was imprisoned soon
after his return from China, Marco
Polo, as he was later known, told his
experiences to a fellow inmate mus
preserving the images be had of the
East Gedalecia gave a example of
possible cross cultural synthesis
when he spoke of Rkxi, a Jesuit
who went to China to teach Chris-tiani- ty
and Was confused for arabbi.
Gedalecia then spoke of Western
itinmlus and Qi"1 wjpwwe. He
fonrfa'W with the idea that Chi--,
nese culture can regenerate, despite
the challenges that hay made this
difficult;
The reactions to Gedaleda were
, extremely positive. Peter Pozefsky
of the History Department thoughti
me lecture was both funny and in-forma- tive.
Aaron Moore, 99, elabo-
rated, "I liked the structure and the
humor. History without humor is
terribly dull. Gedalecia covered a
large bit of history in a short time
while using a facsinating style."
This lecture was the first in a ae-
ries designed to promote cultural
awareness. DevekjpedinparibyRue
Wang of the Chinese program and
sponsored by a grant from vice-pres- i-'
dent Schilling's, office, the sympo-
sium is designed to provide an intro-
duction to Chinese civilization.
The series will continue on
Wednesday evenings and conclude
on March 6 with a showing of the
Chinese film,"To Life". Each ofthe
coming lectures focuses on a differ-
ent facet of Chinese culture and
promises to be every bit as enlight-enin- g
as the first.
Pag 5-
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continued from page 3
own frontdoor. Myrbe and her three
children witnessed the whole scene.
It took two hung juries and 3 1 years
ofdetenmned effort, butEvers-Willia-ms
was present when her
husband's killer was finally sen-
tenced to life in prison. This is the
kind of perseverance that Evers-Willia- ms
feels civil rights move
ment needs to recapture today.
When asked for his impressions
of the speech. Vikram Sehadri 99
was impressed that "everything she
said is perfectly valid today, be-
cause racism still exists today, even
though a is thuily veiled. She had a
diverse crowd arid a broad range of
topics, but she didn't degrade any-
one or place any blame."
Wambui Rdichn '98 also felt that
EvervWiUiams' speech was effec-
tive. "She was a very good
speaker, Jier presentation was won-
derful! She covered aU of the topics
and she spoke what she believed
m. .
In the words of Kim Rodger
Ferguson, Assistant Dean of Stu-
dents and organizer of the event,
Evers-Willia- ms "tied in the past and
made it relevant to the present. It
accomplished the goal of making
people talk about the subject."
Mailing
continued from page 3
not off-camp- us mass mailings. Stu-
dents will see less campus events
tmiosncemeats m their mailboxes
butthesameamountof weeklypizza
coupons and advertisements. EGOS
member Matt Zirglrr said "We ap-
plaud the administration for the acts
they've taken so far.'but mat ECOS
want to restrict off-camp- us mail-
ings, too. ECOS has written a letter
that will be sent to Acting President
Stan Hales, nrofessor of biolozv
Lynn Loveless, SGA, and others
campus mass mailings Although
tajUjnopcaumiMciryrow, re
are met, according to Ziegler, they
are "willing to work out a compro-
mise". ECX)S has given the admin-
istration a deadline of Feb. 8 to re-spo- nd
to the letter before they take
more direct action.
compiled with the help ofNews
Services
r?iisnniaiLiC"' l,,iJ
lattKZwimilaim ask rnw
i-ooo-oo-- cnzAK
TJuu a ansait aruowr rfuarn.I
Wooster Insight
Techologicaljunk Mail
Undoubtedly, many campus organizations will not enjoy living under the
new restrictions on mass mailing. Instead ofblanketing many members of
the campus community with useless junk mail that they would much rather
not have, organizations wilfhave to be more selective with what it brings
to the post.
These restrictions are a great idea for on-cam- pm orgamrations. bat not
for the usual reasons listed by those ECOS or the administration. Saving
paper, conservation and such are good reasons, but more importantly, this
restriction will jcJt organizations from the technological shjnibei they seem
to be involved in. Those wacky computer scientists created something
called E-m- ail and organizations should be taking good advantage of iL In
- the time it takes to set up a regular mass mailing, one could do 20 such
mailings over e-m- ail. It is quicker, easier, and more convenient that regular
mail, and you happen to be saving the earth too. One will not have to walk
to Lowry to getjunk mail, growl, and go on with their hves, but win be able
to do it from the comfort of their own dorm.
As foroff --campus mailings, with the College making a substantial profit
off stuffing those annoying pizza coupons into everyone's box, it is hard to
believe that they will give it up easily. Perhaps compromise is the solution
in this case. The Post Office could increase its fees for off-camp- us mass
mailings, and the majority of the profits could be earmarked for innoving
environmental conditions on campus. Perhaps it is possible to be an
environmentalist who also makes a profit.
Pasta: Mmm, mmm good...
Food's relevance in the Viewpoints section is certainly a questionable
matter; we oa the editorial board pondered the mclusjon of the issue.
Hfwt w-- nagging Siwrrn whirJi thna far mwm tn have hwai
not given foil attention by dining services: the lack of a viable vegetarian
entree. While the "revolutionary" new inethodofkeepmg the pasu in water
rather than oil is a welcome, healthy, and tasty change, if you are a
vegetarian the only entree of choice which is. on most evenings, available,
is what normally would be referred to in culinary circles as a "side dish".
The Food and Drug Administration, in releasing its dietary guidelines,
has, in 1995. for the first time conceded and announced that a vegetarian
diet can be a healthy dietary option. To move with the times and show its
concern for student health and overall positive dining experiences, dining
services should expand its current daily options to include a real vegetarian
entree for every lunch and dinner offered on campus. Such amove would
be positive for student life, show awareness regarding student health, and
add to the already positive aspects of dining services, such as the inclusion
of health information about the"revolutionary" pasta. (Which, by the way,
is not crunchy.)
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
The Wooster Voice
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More than just a gesture
This Tuesday at the memorial for
Martin Luther King. Jr.,acting Presi-
dent Stan Hales portrayed Wooster
as an msfitmion leading the nation
in diversity. I asked the friend who
I attended the lecture with where the
other Wooster was. We thought it
sounded sort of Slavic I suspect,
however, that Mr. Hales was talking
about this campus. I recommend
highly that he take a walk around
campus, and possibly even talkwith
some students.
Declaring ourselves a paragon of
plurality in our recruitment litera-
ture and at the occasional lecture
does not make it fact Neither does
the force-feedi- ng of feel-go- od pop
psychology to campus "leaders."
Nor, for that matter, did the "Race,
Class and Gender" FYS theme that
L as a recovering member of the
class of 96, had to endure. That,
however, was at least a concerted
Coup de Grace
I am writing to commend The
Voice for its recent decision to use
its viewpoints page to explore di-
versity issues on this campus. This
topic is indeed a sensitive one that
many ofus would prefer not to have
to address. But in a college such as
ours, one that prides itselfon a com-
mitment lo critical thinking, k be-
hooves us so explore the degree to
which we continue to develop a com-
munity that acts upon its ideals. An
r It: ...n
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Letters
effort by the college. Now, we are
guilty, as Mrs. E vers-Willia-ms
charges, ofbeing "diverse" only on
special occasions. Every January,
we say that Martin Luther King. Jr.,
Was Nifty Dude, and Jim Crow
Was Bad, and put our heads back in
the sand.
Mrs. Even-Willia-ms reminded
os that the struggle for justice and
for understanding is a full-tim- e oc-
cupation that each of us must take
up. Humans, regardless of race,
gender, class, ethnic background,
religion, sexual orientation, nation-
ality, club or political affiliation, or
any other bizarre category we care
toconstruct, are more likeeachother
than like anything else in the world
It is high time we recognized that.
Listening to her speak. I was embar-
rassed, as I always am on such occa-
sions. Although I hope that I will
have the courage and perseverance
on going discussion of diversity on
this campus will enable us build on
the hard work of the many students,
faculty, and staffmembers who have
fought to make the College a more
humane environment for all of us.
It is also my hope that the guest
columnists who accept The Voice's
invitation to participate in this effort
will suggest ways to continue our
self analysis in forums other than
the media, which can provide the
.... .4. .tit. .-t-iil .4,.
AIMS KV... tm
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to make those sort ofchanges to my
world, I fear wandering onto the
easy path that most follow.
The students and the administra-tio- n
need toget theirheadsout of the .
sand, quitcomplaining, and do acMne--
thing. Mr. Wachs' dedication of the
Viewpoints section to providing a,
forum for debate on issues of race:
and diversity is a step m the right
direction. The"quit complaining"
part probably requires more matu
rity than most members of the col-
lege conimunity can muster, but I'm
not giving up hope yet. "Doing
sometlnng" everyone can and should
do. It can be as big as becoming
active in a new club or something as
little as getting to know your hallj
mates, but it is necessary and re--l
warding forboth the community and
the individual.
Alicia Parks 97
stimulus for initiating the process
but should not be the only place
where such conversations take place
True self-explorati- on, the difficult
task of assessing where we standi
with respect to diversity, must take
place in many venues to acommodate
the diverse chorus of voices that
constitutes our community.
Nancy Grace
English Department Chain
flSar - Al
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(A Continuing Dialogue About Race Relations at the College ofWooster:A Student Perspective
This marks week three ofour examination ofrace and diversity issues at the College ofWooster. This week's collumn is by
Brian Friedman '97, President ofHittel at the College ofWooster. Sofar in the series, we have heard from Benjamin Wachs,Assistant Editor, who initiated theforum, andJonathan Seitz, Viewpoints Editor. Infuture editions, we hope to hearfrom
administrators, faculty, and other students. Next week's column will be co-autho- red by two COW students. We encourage
anyone who wants to respond to write letters to the editor.
A Guy Who Has double Landing Bates
While presenting Myriie Evers-Wfllia- ms
Tuesday, Acting President Stan Hales said
Woo8ter is a commimiry where we are not
Brian Friedman STSwe can and do communicate with eachother."
This was nota definitive moment in the call to
service, butUstnckootinmymmd. I have the
need to correct Stan's sentence. If I was
presenting this speech, I would have said
"Wooster is a community where we are no
longer legally separated from each other, butwe
choose to segregate1
Some of our parents, teachers and even
older siblings were part of the largest social
movement this century. They provided us
with the opportunity to learn from each other.
They laid the foundation for a house ofequal-
ity. Although there is much work to be done
on mis house, at least the wooden frame is up.
What work js left can only be done in legal
battles and dialogue. The domain of lawsuits
is the courthouse and the home of dialogue is
the colleges and universities across our coun-tr- y.
Why is it then that colleges and universi-
tiesare statistically themost segregated places
in our country?
Many people claim that college is time
where we find ourselves and our identities.
Therefore, we choose to surround ourselves
with people that we relate to in order to better
define our self perception. This is the reason
that Lowry meals are not times of dialogue.
We are there to eat, not think critically. Un-
fortunately, this clouds our vision of the in-sensi- tive
events on this campus thatoften take
place. I am Jewish and what should be ordi-
nary situations on this campus, like dating,
nave continually remindedme ofthose events.
While atWooster, Ihave
found itverydifficult to
believe thatpeople have
an open mind about me
andmy heritage. Twice,
women --have not dated
me based simply on the
"I can hide my diversity. It
is not apparent in the
color ofmy skin, or the
accent in my voice.J'
fact that I am Jewish.
The first time it happened, I was courting a
woman for a few weeks. We had not gone on
a date yet, but I thought it was surely coming.
In Lowry, I had a conversation with her about
what campus activities we were involved in.
Thinking nothing of it, I bragged about my
involvement in theJewish Students Associa-
tion, This was the first time she found out I
was Jewish. She did not kxk surprised or run
in horror. Instead, she refused to return my
phone calls and when I visited herdona room,
her friends stopped me and asked me to leave
only answer I received was that the woman
that I was interested in would not date Jews.
She wasnotwilling to confront either herviews,
or me. Her friends felt no remorse or her anti-Semitis-m.
When I see her on campus, she
refuses to make eye contact I'd like to think I
seegiiihonherface,butIinigmbewrong. .
The second instance occured a few months
later. We had dated a couple of times before,
- then she went home for a
short break during the
school year. When she
returned, she dodged
making plans with me
without -- explanation.
Concerned, I asked her
friends ifthere was some-
thing wrong. They told me thatwhen she went
home and told her parents that she was dating
a Jew, her parents demanded that, she stop
dating me immediately. She did, without
even an explanation. She still talks to me and
pretends that nothing ever happened, but I
refuse to let it go.
I'm not telling you this because I need a
date. Currently Iammarelationshrpthatlam
extremely happy with, thank you. I point
these examples out in order to give you some
thing to think abouL I can hide my diversity.
thehaJL I asked what I had done wrong. The Uisnotapparentmthe(kofmyskin,orthe
Reflections on a Would-b- e Attack
About safety
Yes, I'm a woman. Yes, I know mere are
places on this campus that are not what any
thinking person could consider "safe." Yes, I
JulieQIivenort w
.fw a
given the first two facts. If I choose to do so,
however, this docs not make it open season on
me and my fears, nor is it an invitation to
exploit them just for fun. Perhaps then, I
should modify my earlier statement:
About courtesy
Here's the story. It's a Sunday night,
6:30pm. I walk over to Mateer with a friend
of mine, and decide to keep her company as
. she sets up the equipment to show the Classic
Him. At 7:30pm, I leave Mateer to go back to
my room. I left alone, h was after dark, and I
shouldn't have, I know that But it was early.
and I figured there wouldbe people around on
their way to the movie. I left out the back door
of Mateer, into the alley.
Let's talk about that alley. It scares the hell
out of me. I often find myself counting my
steps to get through a -- there are 38. Trust me.
There's a fence on one side, buildings on the
other. It's fairly well lit But there's also an
abyss, directly between Mateer and Sever-
ance Cheat, and it's hidden by a large shrub
that is impossible to see around, no matter
. wfm directionyou're enning from. On topof
that, it has already been the site of multiple
However, I mustered my courage and left
Mateer, counting all the way. I noticed a man
walking into the alley, in my direction. In the
distance there were two other people coming
through the Kauke arch. I tensed and looked at
theground, trying tobe inconspicuous. As the
man approached, I saw that it was a college
student, he was wearing a heavy coat and a
baseball hat. I couldn't see much of his face,
but I had seen him around before, I knew who
it was. I looked up and nodded my head at
him, and whispered "hey." He did the same,
and I put my bead back down, a little relieved
but still wary. There was a lot in that bey .
What it really said was: hey - acknowledge
my presence so I know you're not a rapist or
murderer. ' I suppose if you "hey" someone,
and they "hey" back or nod their head, there's
a quiet understanding passedbetween the two
of you: FIl leave you alone if you leave me
alone too.
Just as we passed each other, in the middle
of the alley, he came at me. That's the best
way that I can describe it he opened his arms
wide, lunged in my direction and shouted a
loud, attacking noise-- "RAAH!"
I think at that point my heart stopped. I
know that I screamed, but otherwise I was
rooted to the spot. It's funny, I've always
thought about what I would do if I were ever
in a sitoation similar to that, but when it
actually happened everything I had ever
thought of went right out of my head. I shot
my eyes and covered my face. I felt his hands
on my wrists and I began to shake, I was
terrified. Trien I really listened lo him, and he
was telling me it was okay, be was sorry to
have scared me, it had just been a joke. I
opened my eyes and he was holding on to me,
trying tocomfort me. My legs turned topaper,
and all I could do was cry. I think I was in
shock.
It took me a minute to realize that I was not
in i any immediate danger. I could see that be
felt extremely bad about having scared me so
seriously, Idon't think he expected his actions
to have affected me the way they did. I got up
and went back toMateer to tryand calm down.
He followed me, apologizing all the while,
trying to make sure I was really alright. All I
wanted, though, was for him to go away.
While I thought it nice that he showed such
concern for me, the last thing I wanted was for
him to be in my face hugging me and telling
me things werejust fine.
Eventually he left, and I went home, but
things were definately not fine. I lived to tell
the tale, obviously, but it isn't something I
would like to experience again. In fact I get
the shakes just thinking about it - how close I
came to experiencing something really seri-
ous. It makes me afraid. More over, it makes
me angry. I simply cannot understand the .
meritality behind the act-bo- w anyinan,orany
one for that matter, could do something to
intentionally scare a woman, especially a
accent in my voice. I get to choose, more or
less, when I want to share what makes me
different. That puts me in a position to expe-
rience many anti-se- mi tic instances because
people aren't on their "guard" with me at first,
arid speak their minds. As President ofHillel.
I know The College of Wooster is proud of
Hillel's achievements and the numberofJew-
ish students here. However, the general stu-
dents body refuses to end their ignorance and
learn what I, and other diverse groups on
campus, have to offer open dialogue. The
students that come to diversity events are either
open minded or are minotirua themselves, and
I thank them for their attendance. Themajority
of the student body, though, chooses to ignore
their own obvious shortcomings.
Confront your own fear and ignorance for
your sake and for society. Diverse groups on
campus are trying to reach out to you and
teach. You are here to learn. Do n. The
College ofWooster wants to be part of Martin
Luther King Jr's dream but can only do so
through the student body, not in spite of it
Myriie Evers-Willia- ms said it best during the
conclusion of her speech. "Don' t be part of
the problem, be part of the solution."
Brian Friedman is a columnist for the
Voice
woman they didn't know, especially when
she was alone. And then to call it a joke -- 1
OOT'tfi rei anything humorous aboutfear. True,
I recognized him as a student at the college,
but that doesn't make him non-threaten-ing in
my eyes, and that needs to be understood. As
a woman, it is necessary to constantly be
aware of your surroundings and of potential
dangers, and I cannot see why any thinking
person would intentionally prey on that vul-
nerability. I suppose it can be said, in his
defense, that the student that did this to me
truly had no idea how deeply it would frighten
and upset me when be did it, but honestly, I
find that thought even scarier. That a person
could be so ignorant to the concerns of his
peers, and the dangers that people, especially
women. faceeverydayon campus, in Wooster,
and in life.
Please don't misinterpret my intentions. I
am not making a personal attack the student
responsible, or trying impose any kind of
campus-wid- e guilt trip, nor do I hate his guts.
I know that he is very sorry for having caused
me any grief, arid I'm riot holding a grudge. I
am just urging him, urging everyone to please
think before you act. I have put myselfin your
shoes to try and understand your actions, now
please have enough respect for me to put j
yourself in mine and understand my distress. j
-
Julie Oliverio is a guest columnist for the f
Voice !
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Run For the Border!
I, along with several other members of the
Wooster community, have discovered a plot
so heinous, so dastardly, so despicable, you
may not believe it's true. But take heed my
friends, for what I say if true,
IanCook as true and valid as a trustee's
signature on a contract of em-
ployment. After serious investigation, delib-
eration, machination, and fabrication. I have
learned a secret that can be kept no longer
Fopd Service is trying to kill the students!!
"Impossible!" you say. "Not Food Service!
They have always been kind to us. treated us
with rtipect. allowed us sufficient hours to
2rt to meals, provided a plethora of dining
options!" A hard pill to swallow. I know, but
true nonetheless. Through both blatant and
subtle means. Food Service is purposefully
trying to kill Wooster students. This is a
conspiracy of such sinister planning that most
of you won't even realize you have been
affected until it's loo late. Follow me as I
shine the devastating light of truth on this
scheme.
Have you tried to make a salad lately?
Don't. Apparently they've given a blind
person a knife and some vegetables, and if he
happens to cut something they put it out in the
bins. Half--mushrooms and inch-thi- ck cu-
cumber wedges abound, preying upon stu-den- ts
lulled into apathy about their salads, so
when an unsuspecting diner goes to take a
bitft thf PfTWTH ruHf fN rhmnr ehrk ing tn
cean on vegetables tte size ofgcifbaDs. You
never see any signs out in Kinredge or Lowry
showing proper Heimlich Maneuver tech-
nique, do you? They were always there in
high school back then we were minors, and
me acaool was responsible. Mow when we
choke to deatft. tfcs school is free from any
Kgfcgence charges.
And just to improve their chances against
us. Food Service leaves any unused vegetables
out until they turn the consistency of the
tapioca (Ever wonder just what the lamps in
that staff is? Now you know). Hint 1:
lettuce should be green. And that brings op
another problem with food preparation: the
lack of it. Hint 2: meat shouldn't be the same
color it was at the slaughter house. Not
cooking meat is a wonderful way to increase
the risk of salmonella poisoning, which, by
-- the way. b fatal. Case in point, turkey is not
generally served bleach white, in a tub of
lukewarm water. I struggled for a good two
minutes to get that stuff out of the pan, while
it slipped off a spatula and fell apart in tongs,
only to give up and go on without it.
And while I'm on the subject of meat,
whatever happened to those specialty plates
for people who don't eat it? Most of you,
freshmen excluded, must remember all those
signs for foods conforming to the needs of the
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many "Ovo-lacto-serbo-Croatian-veg- etar-
ians" at our school. Those people who won't
eat meat, eggs, beans, dairy products, or any
thing made within five miles of a pet store.
have paid their exorbi tant fees like the rest of
us they deserve a decent menu. This is a
deliberate attempt to starve out a large popu-
lation at this school! What have they got to
eat? "Garden" burgers (whose garden, Dow
Chemical's?), turkey taco meat (obviously a
favorite South of the Border though I
shouldn't complain now that last year's on-
slaught of "Mexican" meals has passed; I was
afraid Perot had been right about NAFTA for
a while), and meatless spaghetti sauce (Hint
3: spaghetti served al deme doesn't mean
"crunchy" in Italian). Are you getting an idea
of how far this plot goes?
Here's where the plan gets really nasty. If
you don't take the salad option, bypassing the
more direct methods of slaughter, your only
other choice is food fished out of a deep fat
friar, fried clams, fried shrimp, fried chicken,
battered fish, grilled hamburgers, etc. And
then there is the ominous presence ofpotatoes
at every lunch and dinner, usually in the form
of french fries or fried potato wedges. Grease
and cholesterol are insidious killers, taking
years to do their work. Apparently, Food
Service will put anything in the vat under the
size ofabaskertianCWhadda we do with this
whole chicken?" "Threw it in the fryer, but
make sure to let k soak for a while.") One day
it's tennis at the club, the next you're a con-
versation for two heart surgeons on the golf
course. "Ob yeah, well I opened up this one
heart, looked like the bottom of a dirty oil
pan."
And now, what major new addition has
Fxxl Service made to their menu? Something
that proves aU the points I've made so far
ffvrrTf- - fTft These little instruments of
death not only have the requisite amount of
grease (enough to wring out in two squeezes,
but not one), but they also fill the dwindling
ranks of vegetarian dishes. At least, that's
what they'd have as believe. But not this
student, I know better. That stuff is fried in
animal fro, and ifI rememberccxrectly.eating
foods that don't require the death of animals
is one of the many quirks that makes someone
a vegetarian. Not only is this a deliberate
attempt toclog the arteries of the students, but
also a purposeful undennining of the vegetar-
ian lifestyle and beliefs.
So beware my friends, and take care the
next time you prepare to dine at Lowry or
Kinredge. Those smiling people in ties and
narrxtags aprons aren't smiling brcanwi they
want to help, they're smiling because they're
eating somewhere else tonight.
At least, that's the way I see it.
Ian Cook is a columnist for the Voice
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The Insufferable Cult of Ennui
Tammy Faye and a Bunch ofSaintly Farts
Ours are times ofaching normalcy. In which-
ever direction we venture, a huge wall of
conformist tedium
Kok Kian Goh looms. Nothing
shocks anymore be-
cause nothing is deservedly shocking. I feel
cramped and tightly hemmed in by something
not quite tangible but nevertheless clearly,
and distressingly, growing. It's held up by
hair spray and coated with nauseous righ-
teousness.
The other day I read that Tammy Faye, of
Tammy Faye Bakker fame (she is divorced
and undoubtedly going straight to hell), will .
be hosting a talk show. This on the heels of
widespread alarm that talk shows are getting
too sensational, too detrimental to good old
puritan values, and actions by companies such
as Proctor & Gamble to
pull ads from such shows.
I admit to a certain per-
plexity at this, for all
along I thought talk
shows thrived on the neo-puritani-cal
backlash
against such deviancy.
that they were in facta
"It is telling, and
mildly infuriating, that
a Mapplethorpe still
manages to outrage
after all these years."
prime purveyor of conservatist values, much
like the slobbering and just slightly less vapid
Now it worries me that vehicles which do a
fairjob ofdegrading ;and ridiculing any sort of
abnormality are being deemed too deviant.
Are radical rightists becoming even stupider?
It's less amusing than that. Making fan of that
which you don't understand doesn't suffice
anymore. Making as if everything you don't
understand doesn't exist is now the key. Of
course, in the world of talk show mania this is
a fatal flaw, since the lack of the unuMnk&Uc
and the shocking will be unacceptably boring
and quite imwatchable.
I'm actually quite interested in the manners
in which Tammy Faye might seduce the al--
ready ovcrsatiated talk show crowd. Will she
appeal to experience fl Slept with my Kinky
Ex-Husban- d's Big-Hair- ed Love Slaves")?
Abandon previous inclinations altogether
("The Tyranny ofPuffy Pastel Ball Gowns"),
however unlikely that may be? Or perhaps
shell merely follow in the still rippling wake
of tabtaid-esq- ue predecessors, something like
the cornmercially safer but obviously much
less challenging "Transvestites in Tammy
Faye Impersonation Contest."
I think it was a Newsweek writer who re--
cendy pointed out the dullness of contempo-rar- y
popularam,quitecomprehensibly citing
tbetowcstdenomiruttorrAesingsp&
the Hollywood machine and its cronies. That
this is true is quite obvious. Having difficulty
locating their favorite target of sexual even-
ness, figureheads of blandness like Bob Dole
have found it necessary to assail the not-very-novel-an- yway
violence instead. This must be
horribly unsatisfying for him, and only suc-
ceeds in making him with each silly objection
look more like the stuffy and petulant geezer
be is.
Granted, Hollywood (and the monumental
stylistic and ethical sentiments it dictates and
with which it is inextricably linked) has never
quite been the bastion of artistic flowering.
Truly provocative ones, whether a bumbling
visionary like Ed Wood or Andy Waihol and
others of more roguish brilliance, have al-
ways found it necessary to appeal to smaller
more esoteric movements. These are not be--
ing left alone either. The pro
posed cutting of national en-
dowments for both the arts
and the humanities is a not
subtle statement that less
mainstream ventures are un-
wanted. It is telling, and
mildly infuriating, that a
Mapplethorpe still manages
to outrage after all these years. Now, a film of
relative safeties like Showgirls elicits on-deser- ved
furor, and the closest we seem to
get to bypersexnal exploration is the unin-
spired kitsch of Jeff Koons (check out his
book in the library ifyou want a masturba-tor- y
aid and not much else).
So the perpetrator seems aU too obvious. I
feel slightly condescending harping on it, and
so will attempt a less blatant or accusatory
allegory, la Modern Art this week. Professor
Lewis mentioned an incident in the late 19th
Century when a British writer objected to
central heating in American homes, stating
that the ardutectural openness it allows would
destroy the close-kn-it family. Half of this
sounds painfully familiar, and on the whole
its baseless argument and grasping tone are
Has. societal concern, and the
by which it b expressed, progressed
at aU in the last hundred years, merely
ig the Atlantic to new and improved
inoraliry? Perhaps a san extended
exchange or rather inversion --of
ideas,as British pop crooner Edwyn Collins
points oblgtti "Low Expectations," - "There
must be someQiiBg more than this, more than
ideal homes, or domestic bliss. What is there
left for you to do, because you've seen the
future, and it s nothing 1
Kok Kian Goh is i r Editor in Chief
for the okc
Vive la Revolution: No Soup and Bread, No Peace!
"I have meetings. Tuesday night's the only
night that works for us. We can't do a." "I'm
3onathan &tt,TTOvIncdtfae
and carbohydrates that only Lowry food i
provide." "I don't know. I mean, I respect the
cause. But I worry that by only giving them
eight thousand dollars we tokenize the whole
process and discourage students from doing
real volunteer work." "But Idk first year
how long are you people going to keep harass-
ing me?"
The answer is never. You hear me never.
Never, never, never! We will never back off,
never give up, never say die. Our type don't
surrender. If my cold, lifeless corpse has to
be propped up next to the soup and bread
table to get the necessary signatures, so be
it This campus will show compassion and
like it.
I think students are still sometimes sur-
prised to see a group with a cause. The next
closest we have art the socialists, and they've
always seemed a touch pitifuL Their time is
come and gone, I mean, we might get social-
ized soedicine or education orsomething, like
the French,but the whole tnass-uprismg-over-throw-the-bourgecasie-cypresao- r-thing
is
pretty much dead. Pretty much, we're the last
few to consistently show up in Lowry semes-
ter after semester. Sure, we see ECOS or
some other group from time to time, but their
stars are newer, and fading quickly.
Which makes soup and bread dan near the
last relic of America's protest era. With a
twenty-fiv- e year history, it can trace its lin-
eage back to an era when fighting the admin-
istration was a norm, rather than a deviancy.
I'd be lying if I said that I weren't a bit
jealous of the days when soap and bread
didn't have beg. plea, harass, and intimi-
date its way to get the requisite three hundred
arid fifty signatures. I bet thai students might
even have dreamt that soup and bread could
occupy Lowry, not Kit. Of course, that was
in the old days. You know, when students
looked hopefully toward a bright, cptimis-ti- c
future and the socialists did more than
sell books.
Jonathan Seiu is Viewpoints Editor
fortheVokx
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Learning This, I Found My Voice
RACHEL POPE
A funny thing happened this week-
end, I lost my voice My throat was
sore on Saturday, scratchy on Sun-
day, and by Monday it was torn to
shreds, cracking like an adolescent
choir boy's. People started to look
at me sympathetically. At breakfast
a friend asked if I shouldn't skip my
classes and stay home and rest. My
boss wanted to know if I could run
errands in my condition. Another
friend just flat out asked me, "What
happened to your voice?
So I told him. "I went to a protest
in Columbus."
I didn't lose my voice right away.
I was much too
shy to yell loud
enough to do
so. Mosdyljust
tried to conceal
my nervous
giggles, which
wasn'ttoohard
"Ifpersistence has
anything to do with
self assurance, hen
environmentalists
take the cake."
in a chorus of
seventy plus students (thirty of
whom were from Wooster) from
college environmental groups
throughout the state. We stood in
frontofGovernorVoinovich's man-
sionyelling pep club inspired cheers
like, "Hey. hey! Ho, holWTI has
got to go!"
That was , oar way of letting ,
Votnovich and the Ohio Hazardous
Waste Facilities Board (HWFB)
know how we felt about the toxic
waste incinerator in EastLiverpooL
Ohio before the HWFB s hearings,
initially scheduled for January, but
since postponed until March. Dur-
ing these hearings the committee
will decide whether or not to renew
theOriuiridnerabT's&xnsetoborn
over 500 codified wastes. The in-cineta- tor,
which is owned by Waste
Technology Industries (WTT), is
supposed to be the world's jargest,
and is riddled by a quantity ofprob-
lems befitting its size. To begin
with, the license WTI operates un-
der is already illegal, because of the
frequent changes in the incinerator's
ownership and its failure to store
chemicals properly and stale prop-
erty rights or a specific facility on
the license.
AU of the above I found out after
the protest, reading back issues of
Time and an environmental news-pape- r.
Gomgmtotheprotestlwasn't
sure of a thing though, and defi-
nitely didn't know how to protest,
which is part of the reason I kept so
quiet. I come from a family that's
been following the rules all then-live-s,
rve got no Anne Becky to
reach meabouttecrvDrights move-
ment, and no great grandfather
Harold to tell me about the labor
movement. Growing up all I had
pings are confusing.
So my protesting background is
pretty shabby, and on. top of mat I
had only decided to go to the rally
the night before, thinking maybe I
could write a good article. Was I
protesting about the right thing? I
didn't know. After all, what would
the government officials do with the
toxic waste if the incinerator was
shutdown? Christopher Dagget the
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) Administrator for New York
and New Jersey said it best in 1993
when he said, --Wecan'twaitaroond
until we have the ultimate answer. .
.The stuff is being generated and we
have to deal with it today."
My doubts helped soften my
voice, --especially since I was sur-
rounded by people who held their
signs confidently.
people who
seemed to know
what they were
doing. The girl
leading the cheers
from the sidelines
was almost mili--
tant, small and
square and ripping an trie air out of
the sky. And if persistence has
anything to do with self assurance,
then ertvgonmentaltsrs take the cake.
After au. they've been protesting the
use of this particular incinerator far
twelve years now.
Eventually, shyness left aside, my
doubts were reassured. ,
I was told that the protest wasn't
about the existence of the incinera-
tor. Waste incinerators have been a
necessary evil since the mid-eight-ies
when federal expera determined
that, except for possible sodden ex
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plosions and fires, the safest way to
get rid of toxic chemicals was to
burn them at extremely high tem-
peratures.
What environmentalists are upset
about is the incinerator's location.
It's four hundred yards from an el-
ementary school and three hundred
yards from the nearest home. In
addition to this, the incinerator is in
a region where emitted chemicals
can stay in the air for as long as
several days. It's also right next to
the Ohio River which provides wa-
ter for quite a few people; and we
won't even mention its proximity to
cattle grazing land that provides meat
for a few more people.
It was after I learned all of this
that I found my voice, and then
promptly lost iL Itwasafterllearned
all of this that I thought maybe the
reason envinnrnentalists are so as-
sured in theiractions isbecause they
feel they have no otherchoice but to
do what they do. And it was after I
heard an of this that I felt ashamed,
because like everybody else who
reads statement after statement like
the one the Surgeon General made
in 1980callmg the toxic waste situ-
ation inAroerica"an etrvironmental
emergency". I failed to realize that
taking care of our environment is
not an I wish, an I want, oran I hope
situation. Itisanlneed. . . .
Fornioreinformati
against WTI, call Save Our County
at(414)269-3663,orOhioSEA- Cat
(513)322-348- 6. Yon can also get
more information through e-m- ail:
dgerewittenbergxdu.
ft
phaw by MARINA NOLAN
Protesters at the rally hi Columbia last Saturday
Sleeping Tight on a Cold Winter's Night
"MURIEL"
(Thenames in thisstory have allbeenchanged
to protect the identity of those involved in the
Saturday Night Sleepovers.)
So maybe you saw them one Saturday night
when you were walking home from a party; a
bunch of Woosterites making camp on the golf
course, the Oak Grove, and Kenarden Lounge.
YrafarjfcablytfaoiighL "Alette The
answer is no; wen, maybe just a little. Mostly
they're just overachievers trying to reach their
goal of sleeping in every campus nook and
cranny.
Thlea" 97. orie of the initiators of this tradi-
tion, has slept in irregularplaces both on and off
camrra siirc he was a little fh year. "Virgil"
98, bis co-conspira- tor, didn't sleep in his own
bed for the entire second semester of his first
year. Vjrgtfrernarks,Tt'sjustaway tobreak my
Yr-m- mi something different from what Tm
used to."
rthMVirgflarjdrTileahavejoinri
SleepingmczazyplacesMtheCoDegeofWoos
has never been so organized. Every Saturday
night a select group of students that have gone
through a long and grilling application process
get together to sleep somewhere nobody m the
group has previously slept. Some of these
students' favorite outings took place on the
track, in the Babccck formal lounge, and in the
Douglass attic.
Phlea adds, 1don't haveone favorite, they all
are. I like each time because something always
happens to make it my favorite. I look forward
to the point when we he down and talk, but
beforewedothatwebcrsearoundarKlthatisa
lot of fun too. It ban adventure every week."
This last weekljouied them o moreon one
of their adventures. We set out late with our
back packs and sleeping bags. We walked
around campus, scoping out the possibilities.
Nothing was loo appealing, and then we saw ill
The lights beckoned to us in the cold dark night
We knew where we'd be sleeping that night;
under Kauke Arch. We headed towards our
sleeping quarters ready to turn in for the night
In the beginnin we were comfortably warm
in our bags. We chatted about mis and that for
an hour or two, and at one point even endured a
routine Security scare. Shortly afterwards, we
asked a passing student if he'd care to join us.
He turned us down. "Imagine that," we all
jtmnght, at the temperature continued to drop.
Virgil, who was not prepared for such cold
weather, was the first to trek on home. Before
leavirig he feh compelled to wake me up to let
me know I wouldn't be seeing his lovely face in
the morn. I thanked him for waking me up, as if
it wasn't hard enough to fan asleep oa a cold
cement floor. "Cordelia" 99 didn't last much
longer. Although she thinks sleeping out is
"unique, and a memorable time with good
friends," she took off for her cozy bed a few
hours later. At six o'clock "Frances" 99 and I
decided to get an early start on the day. We got
up. went back to our respective dorms, and took
an early nap.
Phlea and "Hamish" '97 braved the great
outdoors the longest This is fitting at Hamish
says, "I like the outdoors and this is a fun way to
spend more time outside."
These field trips also have some educational
payoffs. Says Phlea, "Sleeping outside makes
me appreciate things more. What would it be
like to be homeless? Even though I have fun
sleeping out, it makes sleeping in my bed the
next night more enjoyable."
Fraoxs,who had never slerxoutbefce,a
with Phlea; TH never take my bed for granted
again."
So if some Saturday night you see a pack of
students roaming around with backpacks and
sleeping bags in hand, take a chance and dis-
cover the faces attached to"Virgil," "Cordelia,'
"Phlea," "Frances" and "Hamish".
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Life and Wboster With Betty Rea
KARL ROBILLARD
Ifyoa have ever had trouble with
bousing during your time. at the
College ofWooster, then it is a safe
assumption that yoa are familiar with
the name Betty Rea. She is a woman
who has been involved with the
Wooster community for over
twenty-fo-ur years; as a student, an
employee at the Treasurer's office,
and for the last sixteen years as the
Director of Housing. After speak-
ing to her about the experiences
she has had both in life and at
Wooster. I realized that she has
the ability to do more than just
accommodate us with our own
humble abodes.
The job that Betty Rea does re-
quires an abundance ofpatience and
responsibility. Every year she needs
to be able to find places for the
majority of the 1750 students here at
Wooster, taking into consideration
allergies, pet peeves, special hous-
ing, and personality conflicts. I
asked her what the best aspectofherjob was and she commented, "The
students and the opportunity to be
part of the Dean of Students staff is
what is most rewarding about my
work. I am fortunate to have been
brought here and I have a profound
In Search of
Judging by the Dumber of lem-
mings I see wandering around cam-
pus. 1 suspect that New Member
Education has come upon us again.
Most people I know seem to think
that I am anti-gre- ek, or even pro-Rom- an,
which is ridiculous because
I know damn well they stole every-
thing they had from the Greeks. As
a matter of fact. I engage in Greek
activities from time to time. Why.just last week, I threw up. Granted,
I hadn't brn drinking beforehand,
but as I jderstand it, that's not the
pan that counts.
Actually , if someone wants to look
at the record, they will find that
Greeks are disproportionately ac-
tive at the College ofWooster. They
might not all be useful, but Greeks
do things. They work all over cam-
pus, in the bookstore, m the the
transportation building, and in the
- Gault Alumni Center. Some of my
favorite people on this campus are
active Greeks, and we have had
many adventures together. Some of
these adventures have important les-
sons to teach us like: "first pants,
then shoes,"or Xahpm doesn't burn
easily." In view of these, I decided
to investigate those people we call
"Greeks" and the reason why they
never invite me to anything. I call
soy research, "The Adventure of 9
out of 10 dentists," although I could
be getting k confused with aTrident
My research began in the Gaalt
respect for the college and its offic-ers- ."
In order to further my apprecia-
tion of her job, I found it necessary
to become more acquainted with
her life outside of the microcosm of
our campus community. Rea was
born in Columbus. Ohio and has
lived in this stale her entire hie, with
the exception of a one year stay in
Madison.Wisconsin. However, she
has traveled ail around the United
States and looks forward to future
worldwide traveL
I asked her about herchildhood in
an attempt to trace the roots of her
personality.aad immediately I knew
1 had struck a sentimental bone. She
anfd her bead back and began to
look nostalgic as she took a stroll
down memory lane for me. She told
me that as an elementary school
student, she was the recipient of a
perfect attendance award and had
the unfortunate experience ofbreak-in- g
her wrist playing crack the whip.
Betty Rea isa proud alumnaofthe
College ofWooster with adegree in
Classical Studies. Referring to the
connection between her major and
her job. she said. "People are the
same, k is our culture that has been
derived. Human nature has not
changed." She attests that her ability
True "Greekness"
Library"., where I found many
Greeks hard at work, some ofwhom
were studying. I walked up to one of
them who had paused in his labors,
having finished both binding AND
gagging the librarian.
"Pardon me." I asked, "but, why
do yoa call yourselves 'Greek'?
Why not call yourselves something
reasonable, like 'Mormons.' or
'Bosnian Muslims?'"
He looked at me strangely. "Hey,
you're Ben Wachs. aren't you?" be
asked.
"Why. yes," I said, puzzled by
how he had known.
"Good to meetyou."he said, shak-
ing my hand pleasantry. Then, "you
don't really expect me to answer
that question, do you?"
He had me there, so I decided to
go and try to find someone more
gullible. I finally found my Greek
in Gault Recital Hall", and sure
enough he was the gullible guy I
was looking for. It was Luke
Zamoni. our Sports Editor, and a
member of Xi Chi Psi.
"Hey Luke!" I called, "What is it
that makes yoa Greek?"
"Oh, God, not again?" he wailed.
"Won't you ever leave me alone?
AH the time it's What makes you
Greek?' and Why did you pledger
and "Is hazing as much fun as I
bear? I am so sick of k! This is
boDshn." be said, "it's no wonder
we never invite yon to anything."
Tben he started to leave.
"Wait!" I asked. Tell me more
about why I don't get invited to
lo work with all kinds ofstudents and
faculty is, mpart due toherstadiesofl.
the ancient Greeks and Romans.
As my college years slip by as '
quickly as the Mink ofan eye, I start
to worry about where I will be and
what I will be doing in three years. I
asked Betty Rea todescribe her fears
after she earned her diploma and
entered into the work force. She
explained that they were much dif-
ferent than the normal fears of to-
day, because she had already begun
her family and her primary concern
at the time was the safety and health
of her children.
She did. however, tell me that it
was not a common fear to worry
about being unemployed; jobs are
more readily available than most of
us think. Even now. she suH looks
to the future with optimism and hope,
I have always functioned on a high
level of faith." This failh is inclu-
sive of her family, the environment
and the quest for world peace.
In the brief time I spent with her,
h was clear that Betty Rea lives for
ber family. She described her hus-
band, five children and thirteen
grandchildren as being almost clan-
nish. Three of ber chiLi at live in
Columbus, another is in Wooster
and yetanother fives in Chattanooga,
anything!" By then be was gone.
Needless to say, I was depressed.
I deckled to eat a Gault Chocolate
Bar" to regain my strength. Then I
forged oc
Perhaps I had been going about
this the wrong way. Instead of ap-
proaching Greeks I didn't know and
Sports Editors, maybe I should talk to
Greeks I did know. I have a friend in
Luce who is a member of thcThetas,
so I decided to go and talk to her.
She answered the door when I
knocked, marethanahtxleperturbed.
Itseemedl had mterrnpted her while
she was playing with her favorite
toy: the new Gault Action Figure"
with Real Donating Action". She
reluctantly put k aside and invited
me in.
"What do you want?" she asked.
"Well," I said, 1 was wondering
what made yoa decide to pledge."
"Oh no," she moaned. "Are you
still trying to get invited lo some-
thing? Why won't you just give
up7"
"Just one little orgy?" I pleaded.
"No! Go away!"
This was disappearing, butI never
give up. Since I was in Luce. I
decided to look for other Greeks I
knew. I found one of them at the
vending machines, buying a GaultQndom"("Yoar bank win break
before k does").
"Hey "I said.
"For the last time no!" be snouted
back. "Besides, we don'thave nearly
asaaany orgies as yoa think! We're
not
1; "V'x::::;.-.- -i, .K ian
Betty Rea helps Retxcca Skinner
Tennessee. Someofher bestmemo-
ries involve watching her children
mature intoadohs and teaching them
about the world. She has always
made sure, especially when herchil-
dren were young, that she was there
for them as a mother, a friend, and a
soul mate.
I have always thought that it is
important for people our age to look
towards people older than ourselves
for advice and words of wisdom.
When I asked Mrs. Rea for advice
that pertains to college students to-
day, she'replied, "be flexible and
ever willing to learn things. The
Hey all you SWEETHEARTS &
. SWELL FRIENDS
Here's your chance to tell somebody(ies) how
much you care. In the February 9 issue oftheVoice the Feature section will be printing
MESSAGES FROM THE HEART.
We'll have a table in Lowry at dinner timefrom
the 31st to the 5th. You can also drop off a notein the Voice box, C3187.
Questions? Anxieties? Worries? Contact editor
Rachel Pope at x4286, C-24- 77.
Eyes? If yon cut us, do we not
bleed?"
"So, yoa want me lo bring my
razor," I guessed.
He snook his head and walked
away. I was suddenly struck by the
realization that I had not taken his
softer, mtrJlrrnial ,side into account.
Greeks, I realized, have those just as
much as everyone else. Yoa can see
it in the flower beds they lovingly
cultivate around Annington and
Bissman, and. the romantic poetry
leadings they have late at night. I
have personally seen "Ode to a Gre-
cian Urn" bring tean to the eyes of
an entire section of Sigs.
I was determined, aow.tobe more
subtle with my next Greek. .
I found her in the TV lounge,
watcJufeGaokCabkNetwork"
CAB Flo, an the time). As soon as
I walked a she got ap to leave, but
I cjoickry backed off. "Watt!" I
.--p-
hoto by ERIC BAKKEN
explore ber honslag options
pcrvmlitirs that you encounter in
your daily fives will never change,
you wiD nieet them m new people and
new places. But most importantly,
you must learn to listen and have the
ability to communicate with others."
I believe that it is important for
every student to recognize the work
that goes on behind the scenes and
leads to making our lives a little less
complicated. So I nope for those of
you that read this article, you will
take an extra second to appreciate
what is being done for you by Rea
and others like ber to forever im-
prove hfeat theCollege ofWooster.
said.
She eyed me warily. "This isn't
aboutanorgy?" she asked.
"No," I said. T promise."
"WeU, sH right." she said, sitting
backdown. "What do you want?"
"I'm just curious," I said. "I want
toknow why you decided topledge."
"WeU," she said, "I guess I liked
the people."
"Really?" I said.
She shook her head. "No. Wejust say that." Then she called secu-
rity.
As security hauled me away I
noticed that one of the officers was
a Greek of my acquaintance. Iwas
going to ask him for an interview,
but as be put me into the new Gauk
SecurityJeep".he told me thatlhad
the right to remain suent, and begged
me to use it. Thinking about it, I
agreed. Anything far one of my
Greek friends.
'.:
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SwB-Kk- e gract to keep campM cte
r ,n.vv7 --- deserve
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Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards in the wortdVlsa and MasterCard
credit cards, in your name. EVEN IF you ARE NEW in
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA and MasterCard the credit cards you
and need lor ID BOOKS DEPARTMENT
STORES TUmON ENTERTAINM ENT
EMERGENCY CASH TICKETS RESTAURANTS
" HOTELS MOTELS CAS CAR RENTALS
REPAIRS AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!
No turn downs!
No credit checks!
No security deposit!
Send the coupon today
Your credit cards are waiting!
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Student Custodians Have a Moppin' Good Time
DAVE COOPER
Some custodian almost never clean.
Yes, reader.sc custodians in some parts
of the world almost never clean. "Oh
sure," you're probably saying 10 yourself:
Tve heard stories of potties going unat-
tended for weeks at a time, but I've never
sees it myself and,
quite frankly, I don't
believe that it hap-
pens." Though it
might be hard to
fathom filth fxTft"g
on our "virtually ster
"dirt andyucky
stuffDOES
accumulate on a
regular basis."
ile" campus, in all sx . , .
uaHty dirt and other yucky stuff does
accumulate on a regular basis. It is only
through the hard work and dedication ofa
small but capable group ofcustodians mat
we are able to exist in the fairly clean
environment which we know as the Col-
lege of Wooster.
Among this group of custodians here at
CO.W. is a proud and talented core of
student custodial workers whohave dusted
bookshelves and cleaned potties with the
with swans trained to play badminton. One
such swan is Steve Wirzyk) '99 who has
worked extensively in custodial services at
Lowry Center. He takes out the garbage,
cleans the bathrooms, and sweeps and mops
the floors. In the process, he has even
developed a strong attachment to his mop,
which he refers to affectionately as "Dusty."
Wirzyk) proclaims, "Per- -
sonally.Ihavegainedagreat
respect for the mop, be-
cause, in many ways, it is
like me. Themopisamere
extension of who I am. It's
notvery flashy.it can some-
times be a little messy, and
it emits a lot of moisture. Even more
importantly, it is something that can be
counted on to get the job done and be of
assistance whenever possible."
However, the personal satisfaction stu-
dent custodians wreak from their job is
often limited because their work seem-
ingly goes unnoticed by many of the stu-
dents and faculty. SohilParekh '99 broods,
"Well, I just think that people on this
campus should stare into the beautiful white
grace and ffrfli normally only rntA rr"" of a toilet once in awhile and
think of my co-work-ers and I I mean, is"
that too much to ask?"
My answer, SohiL is a resounding "not?
We should be proud of our relatively cleari
campus and think to ourselves, "Boy that
sink might be dirty, but just imagine how'
dirty it could be!" However, not every
student custodian feds the necessity to be
recognized, and sometimes going unno-
ticed can hand out a few of life'i valuable
lessons.
Dawn Packer '99, who works primarily
in the Flo Gault library, has gained a lot of
valuable experience from this unappreci-
ated job. She comments, "Having a job
like this makes you appreciate the invisible
stuff that happens. It's notmagic" Though
she doubts she will pursue custodial engi-neeri- ng
as acareer, this has not stopped her
from dreaming. She imagines herself one
day vacuuming the White Palace in St Pe-tersburg.butfortetimebeings- tates.MWen
just see where the vacuum takes me."
If you feel as though the vacuum may be
calling you, custodial services is currently,
searching for people to fill six spots. For
further information please contact Carol
Kobylanski at extension 2346.
Reflections on the Dream ofMartin Luther King Jr.
SARAH FENSKE
Martin Luther King Jr. has been dead for
twenty-eig- ht years now, and once more the
United States observed his birthday this past
Monday in honor ofboth the civil rights wont
thct he did and for the peaceful way inwhich
he did it
Today King is not as fashionable as the
more mercurial Malcolm X. Modern reform-
ers, frustrated by the persistence of racial
tensions and inequalities, have come to iden-
tify more with the hate and desperation
preached by King's contemporaries than his
own ideals of God and peace. Compared to
the raging anger of Malcolm X, King seems
impotent. His refusal to teach anything save
peaceful change and love have left him branded
as weak by today's activists.
Weakness, however, does not accurately
describe me man King was. itisnotweaxness
that returns abuse with love.
Because of all the racial fractures in these
years, life in the early part of the twentieth
century was noteasy,particularly in the South
where noeffbrt was taken to hideor rectify the
abusive behaviorroutinely given toblacks. In
the America that King lived in, there were not
only separate schools for blacks and whites,
but separate hospitals, restaurants, drinking
fountains, and park benches. Black citizens
were not treated as citizens, but herded to the
backs of busses, to blue-coll-ar jobs no one
else would take, and to the balconies ofmovie
"theaters. Thoosands'ofblacks were raped and
killed forvague, reaLorimaginrd slights, end
the law turned its back on this brutality.
It was in this time and these circumstances
that Martin Luther KingJr. w raised, and tor
this reason, his lack of bitterness was amaz-
ing. King was different from other activists
because he never approached reform in an
angry way.never shouted in any mannerother
than a hopeful one. He was resilient enough
not to be crushed by the cruelty of racism the
way lesser men had been, and to the end be
had a dream, a dream that he wasn't content to
just grouse about. King clung to his dreams of
equality and kinship and a land without rac-
ism, and he was able to see many of these
x dreams, despite their apparent impracticality,
catch the nyrimmi consciousness and move
towards fruition.
It is hard to understand just how charis-
matic King must have been. The reason the "I
Have a Dream" speech is so heavily quoted
and even parodied is that it has become a part
of history, something that is common to al-
most every American. It is famous because it
is powerful. King maybe derided forhis love
ofpeace,but even within thesepeaceful terms
his words are moving, chilling, inspiring.
When King spoke, people listened, and things
changed. Because of his peace, he could cot
be dismissed as aradicalora joke. He refused
lobe written off. and he refused to resort to
violence or bitterness.
King was a stalwart defender of the Consd- -
tution, and unlike many black leaders in the
'60s, refused to blame America for her racial
injustices. "America is a great nation," he
wrote in 1963 in his book Strength to Love .
One reason King tried to right the country's
wrongs was the faith he had in the American
people and their belief in democracy. His
respect for the law was so great that he never
advocated disobeying any laws other than
those which contradicted moral laws. His
dream was notjust to frecblacks from the racism
that held them back, but to free whites from the
wrongs they were axnmining as racists.
King spoke of letting freedom ring out
everywhere, of hope for the oppressed, and
blacks being given back their selfhood. His
vision for the nation was demonstrated by the
final passage of his most famous oration:
"And when we allow freedom to ring, when
we let it ring from every village and hamlet,
from every state and city, we win be able to
speed up that day when all God's children
blck men and while men. Jews and Gentiles.
Catholics and Protestants will be able to
join hands and sing in the words of the old
Negro spiritual. 'Free at last, free at last; thank
God almighty, we are free at last'"
King was assassinated like John F. Kennedy
and Malcolm X before him, but not before his
protests and speeches and writings woke up a
country drugged by the tradition of racism
and inequality. As King said in his final
sermon, delivered just one day before he was
murdered. "I've been to the mountain top. . .
And I've looked over. And I've seen the
promised land. I may not get there with you.
But I want you to know tonight, that we, as a
people, will get to the promised land." N
matter what cruelty he underwent, and despite
all the evil and racism he saw, Martin Luther
King Jr. never gave up hope. He never stopped
dreaming his dream and he never gave into
hate. It is hard to think of anything better that
can be said of any man.
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Murder, Medium-Rar- e
Inn's third mystery dinner is
definitely well done
HILARY TEYNOR
Last Friday night, a bitterly cold
and windy Friday night, I left the
cozy warmth of my room in
Compton to trek down to the Wooster
Inn for sonierhmg that had only been
described to me aa a "murder mys-
tery dinner." Oat of both curiosity
and duty as a reporter, I accepted the
assignment and eagerly awaited a
non-Low-ry meal and (I hoped) an
evening ofdeKghffal fntntaimnenL
Even my obsession with and exten-
sive knowkdgeofSherkxkHctoes
adventures did notprepare me foran
, evening of such colorful characters
and adntOlating mtrigne.
After arming at the fobby-an- d-
being cordially greeted by the staff.
I hung op my coat and took a seat m
the room to observe. Aduks began
to file in, finery attired, and com-
menced to mix and mingle with one
another. Meanwhile, I consumed
tantalizing cheese and fruit hors
doeuvres and sampled me tray of
fresh vtgf tibW and savory dip.The
aduhs began to sip-alcohol- ic and
nonaxhobebeveragesinme cock-
tail party atmosphere that filled the
lobby. "Cher Roberto Di Napoli.
as I grew to Imcnrhiau entered and .
briefly c at' nVated among the crowd.
He began grstirolirmg and apeak-m- g
with a fck and dramatic bxlian
.He suddenly pointed at aa
tgnesL-Tbissaa- n looks
kv he needs tcrof cheese!" he an-aoon-ced
and poshed one ofthe senr-e- rs
fat bis direction.
I contained to partake of the defi-cjo- us
appetizers, inr hiding deep
26, 1396'-
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ji Story ofDreams andReality in Mr. Holland Opus
With Sentimentality
andPolish, Life's
Truths are Told
FILM REVIEW
CAROLYN WISE
Mr. HoUaxds Opus traces three
decades in the life of an Oregon high
school aiusac teacher against a sen-
sitive backdrop of vibrant, moving
Americana. It comes as no surprise
that director Stephen Herek (The
Mighty Ducks) presents Mr.
Hollands Opus in his signature
ished, plastic style. Normally, this
type of spongy, overry sentimental
flick would send me packing. With
this particular attempt, however,
Herek had me and the rest of the
audience in tears. Though at times
this .drama is manipulative and
iligfcgy. ovrrdracU Mr. Hollands
friead sauerkraut balls and spinach
wrapped in phyDo dough. As seven
o' clock drew near, more of the
actors began to filter into the lobby.
Oneof them was a goofywaiterwith
slicked hair and taped glasses. I
glanced at his name tag and it said,
"Milton." Just as I began to chuckle
to myself, a --very large "woman"
came in. wearing a red dress, red
high heels,bright pink npsock,bkie
eye sf Jdow. and long, lovely red
curry hair. She also had a full mus-
tache. Decidedly teas attractive than
RuPauL she nonchaJantryburig out
at the bar sipping a glass of cham-
pagne with her "husband."
One of the servers standing
me then bom-int- o tears and
said.Today was supposed to be my
wedding day!" This was obviously
pariofthenrystery.aolkeptmyears
pricked Bp. A couple entered lbs
lobby through the frontdoors dressed
fn j very gfitzy and distinguished
manner; Chef Roberto went into a '
conniyflkn fit.raD np.and ritsfd the
womaa's hand, and shouted, "It's
Marjorie Richmond r This was the
author of CooHmj WUM PMS: Per-aomaB- xy.
Mafic, atdSeasemUg and
a key player in the mystery. She
wore a wry repealing aryprinrd tube
top and her husband Jeffrey sported
She began to talk to the
telling a story about her trip
ajWopster lastyearwhen she pUyed
a gsjne'ba Route 83 that involved
ranting over the oraiige construc-
tion banels placed on the road. The --
server Blanche (who was crying
threw waser on Blare he; thea he
Opus is very eJSrctiwe and highly
enjoyable.
The picture opens ia the 1960s
with Plena Holland (Richard
Dreyfoss), aou ur law who finds he
has grown weary from ten years of
playing shady night dubs and trav--
elittg on the road. He accepts a mu-s-ic
arching position ata high school '
in the hopes that he will have sooos
free time to spend with his wife and
his composing.
Initially, Holland is thrown into
an ailing music department. He
(juickry discovers from his students
and from bis football coach friend,
played byJay Thomas, that teaching
is hard, time consuming work. Hol-
land spends the first few months
simply going through the motions
of his job. Frustrated because be is
unable to reach his students. Hol-
land comes home ranting and rav-
ing, swearing "Nobody can teach
these kids!" Eventually, while ar-.gBiog- with
hiiBdGkaaeJ3cadJy)
Tkiinr tf-Jkm'- "xf' ajar 'tfJrmmJ
H aadjaayhCTi taras the laa
c enspk uoi isly tried to put the moves
.
oa another server named Kim berry.
Next, Chef RdBenotded to pet the
moves on Blanche.! love Chock,"
said Blanche as she ran out of the
s'sbu&and bterpropo- -
Kimberry. "Sometime we'.
have to get together tnrrigta," he said.
One of the hostesses announced
that dinner was ready, so the crowd
.moved ea masse fcuo the din jngioonv .
of the hotel. AS of the people that I
sac with were toy parents' age or
. older. It was quite interesting com-pan-y.
Chef Roberto teased one of
.
tbe people at portable, aa rekfcrly.
oniipiaea giande dame who was ,
dtiviog'ia sequins' and diamonds.
"Look at the recks oa this," (be chef :
--wrlinA y h ttM pp yy nSndS. ,
He also joked that she was wearing
"Iiberace's jacket." and shercpbed,
"It weighs forty pounds!" Blanche
after she informs khn she is preg-
nant. Holland ftsfls her why he de-
ckled to be a musiciaa and why he
fell ia love with music years before!
Ia remembering this dream. Hoi-la- nd
finds a way to help bis students
learato love music. -
Astfae yearspan, students flow in .
and out of Holland's fife like the
music id his bead. He spends his
time building up an outstanding
music program and witnessing the
miracle of the birra of lus son. Cole.
But wait a minute and this seem-
ingly sappy, predictable plot takes
another twist. The Hollands discover
rhat their son is deal Holland, mv
able to leal with his son'soisability.
spends all ofhis time working on his
music, placing his ambition into his
students and urging them to em-
brace their dreams. While Holland
develops throughout the movie, I
grew sad for him, angry with him,
and nustrassd for him; I loved him.
and I liYrrl htm T wantM r throw r
apskU dowa and faskfc owt for th
to a neighboring table and
begaa so con verse with them. She
explained how Chock was aa or-
ange barrel coordinator for the city
of Wooster and that he met with aa
tmtimely death.Throughout the din-a-er
the chef was slathering mounds
ofattentioBon Miss Richmond.The --
dinneritself waaexquisite.Iperson-- ..
ally choae, out of three entrees, the
farm-raise- d Norwegian salmon
fighdy poached, served with din
butter. The salmon was served wirh
garlic mashed potatoes and beauti-
fully cooked green beans, Dessert ;
wassliglairy.refreshixigchilkd 1
lemon aoufQd. - '' .
Marjcoe Richmcnd'left the ow-
ning room and when she was out of
sight her husband Jeffrey passion-- .
a kissed Kimberly.MaV then
returned, only to have the waiter' --
Milton adeeming in iter face be-- .
my popcorn at htoa, however, when
he did not evea take the time to
lean sign Ian gaage la order to talk
to his son. His students had be-
come more important so him than '
his own child. - -- -
' OH6 Oaf tflfr fHQrt enflttZifi flCCDCS
gjMA chHun a?AK.A hKftnumi'arocxdneaneiJuncBB saenpt --
occurs when Cole is fixing the car
and attempts to talk with his father,
who is distraught over the recent
'death ofJohnlxnnon.bisabriIliant
scene to view as Cole's hands rage
through the air as he fries desper--:
ately to cornmunicate with his fa-
ther. Holland had been assuming
that Cole could never love music or
evea know what music was. Theone .
thing thatHolland couldhave shared
best with his son that could have
.
made them close pulled them
apart.
For aU of the gloss and shine the
surface of this movie projects, there
are still some very important mes--
fnfi pven ptywrwl rppfTk.
r..--;J- '-
.
V;-
-:
.
: f i
rhtrd rlro
he mistook her for Jeffrey.
(Milton by thi point had lost his
glasses).
-
Marjorie became Alias
upset at this outburst, CbefRoberto
fired Milton, and thea Marjorie
started attacking Chef Robqto.
You've been ia my face all Bighd
You Veghren txie fiinilSon forks."
She cominofd. ?1 really dont care
for Italian chefiUyoure a Kale lob
ethnic fbrme.; --..
- Chef Roberto, burst kao hysarrics.
"7kissi yoB bnajmdyou tefl me lam
not good enough to be as yout aext
book.youxe oaf big-tk-ne bitdC
They threw water on one another and '
Marjoiie sfcjnrdout Alondgiiwhot --
noisecanjeddowBtothedkangtDODv
andjarjoriesnrnblrd in rivalry
feUon the floor; ' 5 . . --
. The audience thea was able to fill -
please see MURDER, page 13
sal truths. Because he begaa at
flawed character.e eoald witness
His sccomplishments by the end of
the picture are seca as aue trfaunphs
because he learns from and over---'
strive to do at our own uvea. The :
twisting and tunoag aQ throughout,
Mr. Hollands Opus reminds us to
follow our dreams, yet at the same
time, it encourages us ft look around
everyonce in awhue tosee the amaz-
ing people and things ia our every --
day fives. Yoa win see pieces of
people you know in this film.' It
teaches us that when we give some-
thing to somebody we generally re-
ceive in return something just as
grand if not more wonderful than
what we initially offered unto them.
Also, it shows the value of friend-shJr,faniily,a- nd
community through
experiences and ideals to which wejdLcaojrJaie.
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MURDER
continued from page 12
out ballots and guess whodunit." I
will not reveal the murderer, but I
most say that I won a prize for in-
cluding the roost accurate details in
my guess. It turned into quite the
embarrassing situation for me since
the prize was a bonle ofchampagne
and I am only nineteen yean old, so
I ended up getting' a nice basket
filled with mugs and soap and a
book entitled The Innkeepers' Reg-
ister. Yes, the Wooster Inn is fea-
tured in it along with many other
charming inns, hotels, and bed and
Afterwards I spoke with Eileen
. Moushey, the authorofthe mystery,
"Murder.Mediunv&are." Moushey,'
originally from Stqwe. Ohicv has
lived in Kent for twentyyears. She
is a graduate of the University of
Dayton and taught Catholic grade
school fbr-ayiarvS- he. became
involved with cominanity theater
woriandinoBeformoranotherhas
written theaemystenesfor teayears.
Some arebotelovernights.spme are
one-nig- ht events. &e has not wrh,
tea any books, but she markets the.
scripts togroups and receives a rpy
alry.Hcs;gnxs)iseou(ysieries
by. Ibfosfaey.'j and arcordiag to
' Vfaushey,.TWeTanbe found wher.
eYeraniatsieadgate"SliI
added one of her" favorite; ftogans,
.
14oidQttQothkicJkickloocheBD."
, Karea Wcri. the actreiTwM
yedMarjorieRkhjiK)od.saidthat
actmi experieope rangea Jfrom
commanity theater to educational
Ty jshow. Sbcji also a special
fiipriqn tcachprWood ny-ntf- f
thai the Wooster; Inn holds other
activities, such as wine tasting, din-n- er
concern, and caroling events!
"Murder, Matiom.-Rar- e is the third
audience participaaon murder mys-te-ry
held at the Wooster Inn, and the
Inn will be holding another on Feb-
ruary 23 and 24.
I strongly urge everyone to cocie
to one of these mysaaies. Reserva-
tions can be made: by calling .the
Wooster. Iravtnt am sure, that
excellcnu and. thejKting is fun of
enchanting improvisation. I cannot
recommend this experience enough.
I especially waa fond of 3111
GTelius' performance as Chef
Roberto. In myopinion, he stole the
show. He also happens to be one of
the proprietors of the Inn. I also had
the good fortune to do a little hob-
nobbing with Lud Hock, former
Wooster mayoral candidate, and he
gave a hearty thumbs-u- p to the din-
ner, "This is the first time I have
come to one of these. I was held in
suspense afl evening until the very
end, and was really surprised that I
didn't get the correct solution,
though mywife did. I would recom-
mend this to aU those who read de-
tective novels and have an adven
turesome spirit." Take it from Mr
was definitely wen done.
x
The Sweet
Music of
The Wooster Voice Arts & Entertainment
on's
Caniecour Trio
CAROLYN WISE
A concert will be given by the
Caiueccr Trio at 7:30 tonight, in the
Scheide Music Center's Gault Re-
cital Hall at the College ofWooster.
The Cantecor Trio is comprised of
pianist Erie; Street, soprano Linda
June Snyder; and hornist Richard
Chenowirh. AD of the members of
the trio are on the faculty of the
"University of Dayton. - ;
rCantecor? means "voice and
horn." This is a fitting name for a
group that specializesm music spe-
cifically written' for the voice, the
bora, and fee piariCvThe-eon- q!
will include works firom composers
Donizetti. Richard Strauss,' and
well as freer Dayton
i Donald --'Busacoow-and
SteveWinteregg. Thefmal number
of the night will be a special piece
composed by S treet caDea"Choco-lai- e
Kisses," which is."a parody of
operetta.";, lt.. v ..... ..;..v-- a
;
.Street is an, associate professof
awl coordinatorofIceytwards
at we University ofDaytcaTrevK
ototy.behas performed widely with
a ucpiano team; Side, by Sidcy
ChenowUhisan assoriateprofessor
arewlvosry. Be resilcs'aslhe1
principal horn of fie Dayton FhuV
barmoW Orchestral Snyder is an
associate, professoV of voice "and
cperaTShe ahVohetfthe position as
the dhan of the music departrent
from 1989 through 1995: ;V'4
The Canaxxv Trio made its New
York debut at the Carnegie Recital
Han in 199L Together, the trio has
toured aQ over the United States
aiid Europe. Later this year, itwfll
make its West Coast debut during a
coocmtourto San FraxiscTj.
L Thejcmanceisfite and openM
to me public.
compiled with information from
K1 7
JANUARX9rlW;
7.jmDarceStnojo,Wishart
v -.-
-if r
No experience necessary. Men
and women welcome. Bring
nodiingrxayour rxxh and clothes
you can move in.
Questions:
Amelia Sutton
Dance Co. Co-Coordina- tor
X3809.C-279-9
Cobra Verde's Vintage
Crime EP Stays True to
Indie Spirit
ALBUM REVIEW
ALLE PARKER
Recently, much ado has been
raised over what is considered a true
part of the Cleveland music scene.
While other large metropolitan ar-
eas, including Cincinnati and Day-
ton, have a somewhat established
sound, Cleveland has long struggled
to define itself as a creative musical
epicenter. - Indeed, the,Cleveland
sound has often been assumed to lie
somewhere around thejtatersection
of industrial and techno. However,-- a
new sound seems to be on the
jhtaizbn sad that sound diverges se-
verely from the likes of Nine Inch
Nails and Filter. "
- At the forefrontof this movement
istittofusoverkiokedCobraVerde.
Cobra Verde is one of those band
that seems to arwaysbe recording.
In the pastyear andahalf.they have
released afuQ, lengft Uyiva La
Muerta,"two sevenifcheaiandffirif
Satestthe rVintag Crime"1 EP. '
-- Hntage CfimeTtrjreaents Co-
bra Verde at their indie best. Don.
Doug, John, and Dave, switch gears
throughout,
.the entire record creat-
ing ashifting, alniost biuncmg need
that carncs theEtiener cnWemcn
vejoyricftseen that the whole
project sums up the mosical pht
losoplryofuxjnmiaaJormFet
riry.Theydcn'tknowW
hey dotft lookkeeyJpaSwVjBw
to do ft and tteyon t even know
why they do it. Rock 'n roll is sex
and violence. Too many people's
big triumph is to stand for impo-
tence and neutrality. I say , ifneither
not nor cold, then I wiU spit you out
Build to burn, burn to shine."
The EP exemplifies this brash
musical attitude. It even includes a
bonus track with Come's Chris
Brokaw on guitar. This cover of
"Fire of Love" bristles with a
Leonard Cohen king of melancholy
morbidity. "Media Whore" and
"Every God for Himself" are both
based on acoustic guitar patterns
while the opening cut, "Catalogue,"
is built around a hard rocking guitar
riff that slams away with the inten-
sity of a two hundred pound jack-hamm- er.
"World Doesn't End" perhaps
'sounds the rmwt likepure iixherock.
GuitarsswnLharmornes arereached
for and forgotten, and simple
rhythms chip away at the cranium.
Even the lyrics whine, "World's
gohha eno before Ijsee tace
agafaAnddisappearbefotesay
hello again WeTL probably end
- before the world witt end And be
among the things weU never see
again." . ;
"VinttCrime"faanexceptical
CDIn arelau'vely short amount
of fime. Cobra Verde is able id ex-- "
plore a wide range ofmusical terri--'
tory while stm staying true to the
spirit of independent music. If
projects Jjkejhi i keep vegfcjM
qcjydand should vojqfore a
prpbiem defining ua musical scene.
In feet, they should beprouddoing it
MEK ED'S BUFFET &
47821 SAs'!A CLEVELAND
CROS FROM DjHV QU6EN
,
:-Ym"fmmG-
mtfMT'Ti
-;-
-tv :Tr3fwQUjp;c;.iCrASE t
; L;Jrs2i &JhtS STTJLWi--'' .
Visit Mr. Ed's and try
Laree Pizza, on!y$8.99
f ree ui mt.
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SAB BOX
Hang out with SAB this week-
end!!
SATURDAY, JANUARY 27
Vans leave at5:30 P.M. to see the
Cleveland Cavs take on the Mi-
ami Heat at Gund Arena!!
They're a great team, and this is
a great deal! See them play for
just $20!!
Check out (pun mtended; cieras.
the movie of choice for tonight,
at 7:30 and 10:00 P.M. in Mateer
auditorium. Admission is just
$1!!
SUNDAY, JANUARY 28
After the Super Bowl's all over,
you'll want to catch Field of
Z)raw, this week's classic film!!
You can see it free, even though
it's a baseball movie on the big- -.
gest football day of the year, at
8:00 P.M. in Mateer!!
MONDAY. JANUARY 29 :
A River Rons Through Itwul
be showing in Mateer JS&00
P.M., so take a study bosk to1
enjuy uus ucu iwbi muig u-v- ki
Admission is free! J?
WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 31
What a deal!! Brad Lowery will
be in die Underground tonightat
8:00 YMi and you can skip
Lowry icecream at dinner, be-
cause included in the admission
price ofjust $2,you11 getdessert
wMle'yod laogVwhh ifcjs hot
rompniami .- -. . . jm--
Stand By Me win also be fown
in Mateer at 8.-0-0 PAL, fc ose
of you who can't get enc 3 of
thatbarfa-ramasccne- f! mis-
sion is free!
. if---
SAB Hotline X2333!
KK.
PIZZERCA
ROAD
w nuuu v
Paje 14
minute quarters. And to all of us non mathematics
majors, that is supposed to be 60 minutes of head--
banging, hefanet-smashi- ng action. The problem is that
the Super Bowl has become the Stupor Bowl with the
NFC winning the past 1 1 games by a combined score
of 423-18- 1. The Los Angeles Raiders (now Oakland)
were the last AFC team to win the Vine Lombanfi
Trophy in 1984. This era has been characterized by
only twodose results; in 1 989 San Francisco rallied in
the final tnntf past Cincinnati 20-1- 6 and most
recently 1991 when a pulled Steve Christie field goal
allowed the New York Giants to salvage a 20-1- 9
victory over the Buffalo Bills. That began a succes-
sion of four Super Bowl losses for the Bills, the most
in NFL history.
If as aoo-m- ai hematics majors try the numbers game.
this could be the opportunity for the AFC to break the
stranglehold the NFC has on Super Bowls. The AFC
opponent (or prey?) this year, the Pittsburgh Steelers.
are a stupefying 4--0 in past Super Bowls, including 2
over Sunday's opponent Dallas. In fact the Steelers
twice ran over the Cowboys en route to NFL crowns.
Sounds optimistic. Sure if you are interested in
manipulating numbers. The facts are that the Pitts--
Dining
Room
Outside
Patio
Double
Drive-Thr- u
.iiriin;
'ard
urgers
'Fresh gourmet ffast
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Break on Through to the Other Side
Steelers try to end NFC dominance in Super Bowl XXX
JAMES KOLLER
The last Sunday in January goes right op there with
Thanksgiving, Christmas and the Fourth of July. It's
more than the modern day hunting and gathering
celebration for men. It is a day characterized by
people across the nation (and globe in fact) sitting on
their keisten and veiling at a box thai cannot respond
and is not responsible for the images it disperses. Yes,
it is Super Bowl Sunday. This is supposedly the
culmination of a season in the most manly game in
America, football. Scores are bare and sports bars
flooded as men from all walks of life (and football
widows) watch four hours of superstars parading
around, pandering to the viewing millions. And this is
only the pre-ga- me show. After two weeks of incessant
media hype and ex-jo- ck predictions, we sit down to
watch a 15-3- 0 minute game. That's just fine except for
one small problem: football games consist of 4-1- 5
burgh Steelers won all of their titles in the 70s with
players who are now all retired and a coach who was
fired for the inability to win. The Cowboys of the 70s
did win two Super Bow Is of theirown in the 70s. Once
again, this is not the Cowboys of old. The old guard
is gone, even Tom Landry is but a distant reminder of
the pre-Jer- ry Jones era. These Cowboys have domi-
nated the NFL for the past four years, winning back to
back Dues in 93-9-4 and reaching the NFC title game
last year. The facts are that the Cowboys have perhaps
the most talented team on both sides of the ball to ever
play the game, with the only running back in the
history of the NFL to win both a rushing crown and a
Super Bowl in the same year in Emmitt Smith. Last
yearSmith finished runner-u- p to Detroit's Barry Sand
ers and the Cowboys failed to win for an onprec
edented third tirne. This year, you ask? Smith outran
Sanders by 200 yards and set a record for touchdowns
in a single season with 25.
How does this suck, up for Sunday? The past win
not have an effect on this game, except to build up the
already huge viewing audience. This Cowboy team
has won two of the past three Super Bowls and knows
how to handle the pressure. They can either turn this
experience into the patient killing method that cham- -
pwos are sculpted of , or they can assume they win win
and be sent back to Dallas wondering what went
wrong.
So, sit back with a six-pa- ck (ofsoda ofcourse!) and
some chips and enjoy this Sunday. But you might
want to keep a copy ofPulp Fiction at your side when
history repeats itself. Only those who grew up with
steel inside their brains think Pittsburgh will win this
Sunday. The Cowboys have proven year in and year
out they are the Team of the 90s. Unfortunately for the
Steelers, this is where the numbers really do mean
something, for this is the 90s the Decade of the
Cowboys, lxifc Dallas to use a big play explosion
to win 35-2- 1. .
Editor's Nous James Roller's views do not reflect
the views of the entire Voice Sports Department. In
fact, the Sports Editor is convinced that the Steelers
wfll win 24-2-1 on Sunday.
"Home b
the Bigge
Better
Burger"
OTHER UKEAT FEATURES AT BACK YARD BURGERS
Always 9 Hems At 93 Cent? 1I Fresh5neGreat Combos To Save You More Money!Squeezed Lemonade!Hand Dipped Real Milk ShiJumbo Your Combo Onry 30 MoreFor A Large Fry And A Large Drink!
I GOURMET BURGERS
BUY 1 GET
1 FREE '31
Va 1b7 cflARBROrLEb
I CHICKEN SANDWICH i
J BUY 1 GET 1
3 FREE
Swimming-
continued froca page 15
Woorter'i women swept three
other individual events as wen.
Teale placed first in the 200 freestyle
(2.-0&47- ). followed by Bockhrader
in second and Carolyn Knox 7 in
third. In the 100 freestyle. Hively
took first, while Candy Panigutzi
"98 placed second, and Mary Beth
Cheversia "99 came in third, and in
the 1000 freestyle, Diehl and Cindy
Jarvis 96joined MacMiHan toplace
second, and third, respectively
Other notable performances in-
cluded Teak's first-pla- ce finish in
the 200 backstroke (2:17.87). and
Helstein and Julie S noddy 97 one-tw-o
finish on both the 1- - and 3-m-eter
diving boards.
For the men, Eric Haschke 97
made bis first national qualifying
standard in 3-me- ter competition,
winning the event with a score of
280.90. In order to attend the na-
tional meet, he must qualify one
more time. He also placed first in
the 1-m- eter diving event(238.45).
The Scots also swept the 200
freestyle, with Chalot in first
(1:48.74), Man m second (1:49.81).
and Parkermthirf(l:5L00). Chalot
was later victorious in the 100
freestyle (49.48).
In addition, Wunderley joined
Chalot in the 100 to take second
(49.9 IX and be won the 30 freestyle
(22.64). In the 300 freestyle. Marr
placed second (3:05.03). and Parker
took third (3:06.81). The trio of
Longbrake,Rob Harrington 99.and
Philippe Kozub '97 swept the 200
butterfly, placing first, second, and
third respectively.
Xomingoffaloss to Case last year
in our dual meet, we feel they have
gained respect for us, and view us as
a serioiB threat at the NCAC Champi-
onship ineet," remarked Beckett.
The Scots and Lady Scots host
Denison today at 6 pjn., and Ohio
Wesleyan tomorrow at 1 pjn.( This Week's "
Scores
mot's buketbtll (13-- 3. NCAG
8--2)
Waoeter 91. Earihere 54
Wooeter 82, Allegheny 57
i's basketball (9-- 9. NCAC:
6--4)
Wooeter 64. Earlham 50 ..
Wooeter 61. Allegheny 48 '
women's iwmunini and diving
(5-- 0) - -- . -
Wooster 148, Baldwin-Walla- ce
69
Wooeter 147. Cuo Wcatera 80
men's swimming and diving (4--
Woocser 142. Baldwin-Wallac-e
78
Wooeler 129. Cam Western 97
indoor track
At Ohio Wcaleyan-a- o score kept
by VOiCS STAFFJ
January 26, 1996
TRACK
Crossing the line
continued front page 16
vault clearing ' 12 0. Damian
Dollard '98 woo the 33 meter
hurdles with a time of 8.0 seconds
while Steve Dornbos 97 won the
300 meter dash with a time of
1:163.
"Going into that meet, that's what
it wasjust the first meet, non-scorin- g,
first week of classes, no big
deaL Basically jt was just a test
effort for the group to see where
their winter conditioning was at that
stage and to see what step I needed
to take next," stated Coach Rice. He
also added.,we didn't ran a lot of
events just because it was the first
week of classes and it was a non-scori- ng
meet."
The meet was overshadowed by
an incident on the return trip from
Ohio Wesleyan involving alleged
alcohol consumption by several ath-
letes. SkyGreen97stated.MIIlteIl
you right now that I'm the one who
did it But, I mean I'm not going to
sk in the back of the bus and drink
by myself." Green added mat Coach
Rice asked the people involved to
come forward. 1 thought that I
could just keep it k myself and it
would go away. When I saw that I
was wrong. I told Coach that I had
did it. According to Green, he will
no longer be part of the team. He
stated, " Coach Rice said that who-
ever came forward, it would be very
noble, but that they would be off the
team."
Coach Rice refused toanswer sev-
eral questions regarding this matter,
commenting, "That's really some-
thing that is within the leant" About
the future ofSky Green in regards to
the outdoor season. Coach Rice
stated. T don't foresee that. We
have a basic team policy, and that
policy was crossed, that fine line
was crossed."
Mr. Bill McHenry, Wooster Ath
letic Director, stated that Coach Rice
and himself consulted several aca-
demic officials about the matter.
McHenry further added, "I back the
Coach Rice one hundred percent
on the action be toot."
Up next for the Scots is the NCAC --
Relays to be held tomorrow. About
the relays Coach Rice commented,
"I think the women win be extremely
competitive. .1 think they'll go in
there to challenge for the top three.
With the men, we are a little bit thin 1
this year, we don't have a lot of
depth and with i relay meet I think '
that is going to hurt us a little bit. So
were just going to go in there and
compete as weU as we can at this
stage."
The indoor track teams take part
in the NCAC Relays at Denison on
Saturday followed by a meet at
Oberlin next Friday.
Some information provided by
Newsservices.
.11!' . I
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Lady Scots aMttftk
. "X. IBasketball
continued from page 16
coald get no closer than four the rest
of the half, as the Scots led 32-2-1 at
the break.
Liz Fmdley 99 had the hot hand
tobeen the second half. hitting two
jumpers to open the lead lo 15. two
minutes into the second half. This
began a 14--2 ran, opening a 48-2-3
lead, which shot the lights oat for
below 14 the rest of the way. With
'all zeroes on the dock the scoreboard
read 64-5- 0 in favor of Wooster.
Roberts finished with a career high
17 points, including 2--3 from three
point range. .
I On December 6, Allegheny came
Into Wooster and handed the Lady
Scots a 47-- 41 defeat. The game on
Wednesday lookedjust as opposing
as the Gators came in with a 1 1-- 4 (6-- 3
NCAC) record. Bat the Lady
Scots did not forget sod hung in as
they fell behind 6--0, rallying to take
'an 8-- 6 lead with 1221 to play in the
first half. Flay went back and tortn
the first twenty minutes, as Wooster
held on to a one point lead at the
intermission 29-2- 8. ' At the 7:05
mark in the second half, Allegheny
operjedthekbiggestlead4640. But
theLady Scots gaveone of theirbest
efforts of the season the final seven
;n..t mhing ma rmm 21-- 2
and coming away with a deceiving
61-4- 8 victory. Senior SuzySipes led
the Scots with 15 pomts to go along
with seven rebounds. Montague
Swimming Away with itAll; Men's and
women's teams
CINDY JARVIS .
It was a weekend o( accompBsb-nxritforth- e
men'sand women'sswkn
teams. They came away from last
weekend with a pair ofvictories over
ObuAthletkOonferencepowerhouse
Baldwin-WaDa- ce on Friday night in
Berea.anl against NcsmGoBst Ath-
letic Conference rival Case Western
Reserve athonie onSaturday. In total
sapoolrecordsan4rMsJjuubeconb
were btokia and ajiaoa qualifying
The Ladv Scots DOSted a 148-6-?
victory against the Yellow Jackets,
andbeat theSpartans 147-8- 0 toraise
then lecord to 5--0, wfaik the Scots
won 142-7-8 againstmeYeOow Jack-
ets, and 129-9-7 against the Spartans
to improve their record to 4--1.
Against Baldwin-Wallac- e, five of
those pool records and one school
record were set Liz Helstein '96 set
a new school and pool record in 1-m- eter
diving with a score of441.35.
She has never had the opportunity
before because the school record is
bascdon 11 dives, and normal cham-
pionship format is 10 dives.
"After three and a half years, we
hftiv rfizly L&J the
1
....::jr;.:
: '::'::':.:::-n::'-.- .
.
fry
f r
.":;.v.- -
; . pbalo by ZACHARY SCHWING
Lis Findley 99 shoots over an Earlham defender
chipped in 14, while Findfcy torched
the boards sporingljp and gra
bing nine rebounds. .
This week' is another important
one for the Lady Scots. The Lady
Scots travel to Wittenberg on Satur
day. This will beacritical test to see
sweep conference
opportunity to break the record,
saidbeadcoacn&eimBecsxa. ims
was a big accomplishment for her."
In addition, Ben Chalet 98 set a
pool record by winning the 100-ya- rd
butterfly with a time of 54.79
He was also a member of the pool-reco- rd
setting 200 freestyle relay
(13O60), which included Andrew
Wunderfey 97, Derek Longbrake
96 and Dan Parker "98. -
The women's 200 freestyle relay
team of Peggy Teale 96. Heather
Gkasoa 96, Karen BuchmueUer
97 and Jenny Diehl99 also set a
new pool record, taking first with a
timeof 1:45.97. Inaddition, the 200
mwfley relayteam ofTeafc.nVrion.
Laura Hhrdy 96. and Stephanie
MscMillan 99 placed first, and set
apool record wuh a time of 1:56.49.
. Other first-plac- e finishes for the
women were turned in by Holly
Bockbrader 99 in the 1000 freestyle
(11:23.54), Ellen Hunter 99 in the
100 breaststroke (1:12.13), Debbie
King 96in the200 fresryle(2.-04J!9- ),
Teale in the 50 freestyle (26.20),
MacMillanm the 200 individual med-
ley (2:1838). and in die 100 freestyle
(5620). and BuchmueHer In the 100
J
Tt J 1
how far the Lady Scots have come,
'
with .Wittenberg, having defeated
Wooster 58-4-7 on December 9.
Wednesday, the Scots host Oberlin,
who already fell to Wooster 77-4-0
on January 10. Tip-o- ff is scheduled
for 730p.m.
For the men. Wunderley placed
first in the 200 freestyle (1:5035).
and Chalot took first in the 50
freestyle (224).Parker placed first
in the 200 individual medley
(2:11.23). Vince Dafchuk took first
in the 100 freestyle (51.77). and
Kris Marr 97 won the 100 back-
stroke (1:0008).
Against Case Western.
MscMillan kd the way by setting a
school and pool record in the 1000-yar- d
freestyle, winning the event
- with a time off 103X45. .,.
"This was an exceptional swim
forStephame,commented Beckett.
"As for the rest of the women's
meet,Casedidnothave the depth to
contpictery cnauenge us.
- In addition to MacMillan. King
was a triple winner, taking first in
the 200 butterfly (2: 1 5.46), the 500
freestyle (5:28.76) and the 200
breaststroke (2:35. 10). Carrie Sergi
97 placed third in the 200 fly with
atiineof2:16.29. The Lady Scots
also swept the 500 freestyle, with
Bockbrader in second (5:384),and
Kristin Riker '97 in third (5:38.72)
behind King.
L-xleaaeeSIW-lMlW-
s;!-.
'"O If ? - -- jf
NEWSSERVICES
Fornier Women's Athletic Director Nan Nichols (L) with
current director Breads Meese during the hatftime ceremony on
Nan Nichols' Day last Saturday
Basketball;
continued from page 16
As for the turnovers. Moore likes
to keep the turnovers below 20 of
the team's possessions. In the Al-
legheny game the Scots turned the
ball over 2 more times than the
Gators (17-15- ). I think there were
some careless plays on our part. I
think Allegheny has some players
that areexceptional at getting steals,
they've been doing that to teams all
year. reron Black their guard had 12
steals in one game. --when we go
against aplayer like that we need to
protect the ball better," stated Moore.
For the Scots. Man Sprang has
seen some decent playing time with
9 points in 19 minutes against
Partham and 10 points in 12 min-
utes against Earlham. "Matt has
provided a real nice spark for us off
the bench here recently. He's come
in and made some big baskets and
passed the ball real welL Those are
the things he's really contributing
'
to
die offense.''
The Scots face a tough NCAC
opponent on Friday as the Tigers of
Wittenberg visit Timken Gymna-Th-e
Tigers lead the confer-
ence with a 9--1 conference record
(14--4 overall) while Wooster is in
second with an 8--2 record (15-- 3
GET PAID FOR LOVE!!!
BeaCcrtlflcd Professional Naoay
top salaries ben:5. '---
travel advene -
ENGLISH Navvv vn GOV-
ERNESS SC Hex
Chagrla Fall, Ohio
1-800-733-
-1984
11 yean of er.pa encc
overall). A win by the Scots would
create a tie for first in the NCAC
Conference. The Wittenberg team
is led by a balanced scoring attack
wimfour players averaging just over
ten points a game.
: Coach Moore elaborated on his
keys to victory. "We need to re-
bound well. They are a very strong,
physical team, especially tough on
the boards. I think we have to com-
pete with them on the boards. I
think we have to execute our
offense.. to maintain good spacing
on offense. Find the opua man when
they double team us."
Attendance at the past two garnet
has been disappointing with 711
people at the Earlham game and 8 1
people at the Allegheny game. Inat
effort to raise school spirit a Pq
Band has begun to make appear
ances at select home games. Coacl
Moore noted, "It was real good ft
have the Pep Band there on Satur
day. I think it adds a lot to tb
atmosphere." Andrew Weaver 97
the organizer of the Pep Band, statet
"We are working very hard and I fix
confident that we will provide a Pq
Band Cor this Saturday's game."
The Scots tipoffat7:30pm again;
Wittenberg. The JV team will pU;
aWittenberg squad at 5:30pm. The
pnw is a crucial one for the Scot
who could use all the fan support tbr
can get against the tough Tigers.
Teach English in K
Positions available monthly. B.AV
BS. degree. USS18500-$23400y- r.
Acccmmodatkm &. round-tri- p air-
fare provided. Send resume copy of
diploma and passrvrt to:
BokJI Corp. Cnur BaagBldgn
154-1-3 SamsLi: i'n,Kang Num Gu,
Seoul, Korea 135-09- 0
tek 011-82-2- -5 Y S
fax:011-82-- 2 roC
- s
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Scots Decimate Quakers; Have Gators for Lunch
Two easy wins set stagefor crucial game against Wittenberg
p i
Fail Yeats 99 looks to pais to Greg
agmiart Earft on Satarday
Women's Basketball Scorches Competition
Second half resurrection puts Lady
Scots in conference hunt
JAMES KOLLER
After 1995 first team AU-NC-AC
selection Lisa First 96 went out for
the season with a leg injury, the
Lady Scots were left for dead. With
a team laden with first years, who
could blame the team if they packed
it ia and planned for next year?
They could. Since that time, they
have won 6 of 8 and climbed back
into the NCAC regular season hunt.
Their most recent victory on the
road against the Allegheny Gators
may have awakened the rest of the
league.
The week began last Saturday
with the Scots mumping Eariham
i's baskethaH
axaorrow- - Eariham (H) 3 pm
photo by ZACHARY SCHWWO
Morris 97 ia Wooster s
for the second time this year 64-5-0
at Timken Gymnasium. Wooster
began the onslaught from the open-m- g
tip. with 5 1 1" Heather Dales
98 scoring just three seconds into
the game. Sue Roberts 99 began
her best game of the year with a
base! ngjunrper and nncharactcris-n-c
bucket in the paint. Uncharac-terist- ic
because Roberts usually
dominated from beyond the three
point line. A 7-- 0 Scot run which
gave mem an 1 1--4 lead set the tone
for the day. With Roberts hieing
from the outside and Katie
Montague 99 inside, the Quakers
please see WOMEN'S, page 15
The
$ basket bail - . ' ;. -
!atIbam(H)I pm;
LUKE ZANNONI
The Fighting Scot basketball re-
turned to winning form this past
week crushing the Quakers of
Eariham College (91-5- 4) on Satur-
day and the Gators of Allegheny
College onWednesday (82-57- ). The
games were blow outs as the Scots
are preparing to face league leading
Wittenberg tomorrow.
The Scott started slow against
Eariham. After opening the game
witha three pointer byRoFeraandez
97 and a shortjumper byPhil Yontz
99. the Scots started to fan behind
trailing 15--10 eight minutes into the
first half. Howerer, the Scots
bounced back and shut the Quakers
downallowing mem onlyeightmore
points in the first half. Meanwhile,
Wooster converted on offense add-
ing 3 1 more points to finish me first
half np 41-2- 3. They finished me
half shooting over 50 from the
floor while holding Eariham to23.
The second half was pretty much all
Wooster as they built on their lead
the entire time finishing at 91-5- 4.
The blowout allowed Coach Moore
to use 14 of his 15 players. Yontz
Iedtheteammscoringwim20points
while 1 1 other players all scored at
least three points.
AgainstAllrgheny the Scots once
again showed tfaegdominant f jamp-m- g
oat to a 32-1-5 lead by halftime.
Cur
Lady Scots la action tt Saturday
upcoming weeic in Spokts:
swhasiinx and divmg :f v
loday-XUlwia-Wa!- Ixe snd ; ,
Jaa.24-ABegbeay(-H) 7:30pm - Jaa24-AlIegieny(A)7- pm ; " , GanncA)5pm'
' ' '
'
" ' romcrow-Gts- e Reserve 1(If), - ' , r , ' ',' pm
The game was characterized by out
standing Wooster defense which
held the Gators to 20 shooting
from the floor m thefirsthalf. Crush
ing blocks by Yontz (2), Ryan
Gorman 99, and Damon Rothhaar
96 highlighted the defensive domi
nance by the Wooster Scots m the
first half. On offense, seven players
scored for Wooster in the first half
led by Fernandez's 8 points and six
points by bomLament Paris 96 and
Man Sprang '98. Just like the
, Eariham game, the Scott came out
ia the second building their lead to
asmuchas27points before winning
82-5-7. Fourteen Wooster players
saw action in the game with tea
scoring. Fernandez paced the Scots
with 15 points foOowedby Rothhaar
with 12. Yontz with 11. Sprang with
10, and three others with 8.
. The Scots defeated the Quakers
by 9 points and the Gators by 18 the
last time they played them. Com-ment- ed
Coach Moore on this differ-
ence, "I think we've improved and
played better in these games than
the other two. I think wehandled the
ban better.at Eariham we had quite a
few turnovers, when we played
Eariham here, we look care of the ban
better. That was part of . I mink
against Allegheny, Wednesday
night, we played very good defense.'
see B-BA- LL, page 15
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NEWSSERVICES
Sky Green f7, dropped ;
IVackTeam
Hits Hurdle
Team on track; Sky
Green off track team
LUKE ZANNONI
The indoor track team kicked off
its 1996 season with'a mo-scorin-g
meet with Rio Grande and Ohio
Wesleyan last Friday. Both the men
and the womens team competed with
excellent efforts turned in by sev
eral individuals. However, an inci-
dent on the return trip from Ohio
Wesleyan resulted, according to
sources, so the removal ofSky Green
97 from the team.
The highlight of the meet was
Diede Reid's school record in the
women's shot-p- ut 38 1"," com-
mented Coach Dennis Rice. The
Lady Scots alsocapuaed three other
individual first places. Summer
Knlartia "97 won me triple jump
with a leap of 30 2" followed by
"Catherine Rath-Cours- ey at 29
8.75". Michelle Poole "97 won the
500 meter dash ia a time of 1:25.2.
In me 55 meter dash. Nicole James
99 finished first (7.5 seconds) with
Melissa Eging 98 in second 0&
seconds). The Lady Scots abo won
the 800 meter relay and the 1600
meter relay.
The Scots won five events at the
meet. Senior Sky Green took two
firm by leaping 20 8mthe longjump and 44' 10JT in the triple
jump. Jeff Kmat97 won the pole
please see TRACK, page 14
